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ABSTRACT 
 
The current mathematics curriculum in South Africa require that learners are provided with 
opportunities to develop abilities to be methodical, to generalise, to make conjectures and 
try to justify and prove their conjectures. These objectives call for the use of teaching 
strategies and tasks that support learners’ participation in the development of mathematical 
thinking and reasoning.  This means that teachers have to be cautious when selecting tasks 
and deciding on teaching strategies for their classes. Tasks differ in their cognitive and 
difficulty levels and opportunities they afford for learner to learn mathematics competently.  
The levels of tasks selected by the teachers; the kinds of questions asked by the teachers 
during the implementation of the selected tasks and how the questions asked by the teachers 
and the teachers’ actions at implementations affected the levels of the tasks were the focus 
of this research report.  
The study was carried out in one high poverty high school in South Africa. Two teachers were 
observed teaching and each teacher taught their allocated grades. One teacher was observed 
teaching Grade 9s while the other taught Grade 11s. Both teacher taught number patterns at 
the time their lessons were observed. The research was qualitative. Methods of data 
collection and instruments included lesson observations; collection of tasks used in the 
observed classes, audio-taping and field notes. Pictures of the teachers’ work and copies of 
learners’ workbooks also provided some data.  
The analysis of data shows that the teachers not only selected and used lower-level cognitive 
demand and ‘easy’ tasks, that did not support mathematical thinking, but also did not lift up 
the levels and/or maintain the ‘difficulty levels’ of the task at implementation. Teachers were 
unable to initiate class discussions. Their teaching focused on ‘drill and practice’ learning and 
teaching practices.  
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Chapter One 
 
“… failure of poor and minority learners were due to lack of opportunity to participate 
in meaningful and challenging learning experience rather than to lack of ability or 
potential” 
(Stein, Groven and Henningsen, 1996)  
1.1 Introduction 
Before democracy, education in South Africa was characterised by racial segregation and 
separate (according to race) departments operating on different syllabi. Schools in the 
townships and other black areas were provided with fewer resources and minimal capital 
expenditure compared to schools in non-black areas (Mda and Mathata, 2000). 
Unfortunately, the social transformation initiatives embarked on since the dawn of 
democracy have not upturned the scales or unequivocally redressed these calamities of the 
past. Currently, the resources per learner in high-poverty schools have improved, but a great 
challenge is still to improve learners’ academic performance. Indeed, the potential of most 
learners from high-poverty schools remains locked and undetected.  
The reports on the Senior Certificate (Matric) examination and Annual National Assessment 
(ANA) reveal the persisting crisis in South Africa’s mathematics education. In 2013, the Grade 
9 national average was 14% and only 3% of learners achieved above 50% (Department of Basic 
Education (DBE), 2013). The debacle is more pronounced in high-poverty schools. The 
opening citation above, from Stein et al (1996) suggests that high expectations for learners in 
high-poverty schools may help to improve learners’ academic performance.  Stein et al (1996) 
argue that exposing learners to cognitively demanding mathematical classroom experiences 
can unleash the learners’ academic potential. Cognitive demand refers to the kind of thinking 
required of learners in order to successfully engage with and solve tasks (Stein, Smith, 
Henningsen and Silver 2000).  
Research studies point to the challenges in relation to the quality of education: the availability 
of appropriately trained mathematics teachers; the quality of the mathematical content and 
instruction in South African mathematics classrooms (Adler, 2005; Adler, 2000; Adler, 
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Dickson, Mofolo, Sethole, 2001 Ensor 2002; Stoffle, 2007). The Chisholm report (2000) 
itemised challenges about the quality, the availability, and use of learning support material, 
these included mathematical tasks. This study is an extension to the efforts by these and other 
researchers of identifying and understanding the quality of education afforded to South 
African learners, particularly those in high-poverty schools. In this study, a special attention is 
given to the use of learning support material. The focus of the study is on the quality of 
learning and practice tasks used in high-poverty mathematics classrooms. The terms learning 
and practice tasks as used in this document are respectively defined as tasks the teacher uses 
to teach the learners new concepts or skills and tasks used during the lessons to either 
illuminate the concept or demonstrate the skill further (Kaur, 2010). More discussions on 
learning and practice tasks will follow in subsequent chapters. However, a distinction is not 
made in the analysis between learning and practice tasks.     
This study is underpinned by three assumptions and/or speculations: firstly, that the quality 
(level of cognitive demand and difficulty level) of number pattern tasks used in a mathematics 
classroom can be measured using taxonomies. Secondly, that cognitively demanding 
mathematical task develops learners’ mathematical reasoning (Clarke, 2010) and thinking. 
Thirdly, that township learners are often deprived of opportunities to work on higher-level 
cognitive demanding learning and practice tasks and that frequently the few high-level tasks 
that are selected are ‘scaffolded’ to a point in which the cognitive demand levels of the tasks 
are lowered significantly. In parts, this can be used to explain the achievement gaps (in 
mathematics) observed between different social groups (Brodie 2005; Taylor, Muller & 
Vinjevold, 2003).  
Learners gain mathematical experience largely by working on tasks (Sullivan and Clarke, 
1991). The selection of tasks for learners to work on is one of the most important functions 
teachers perform daily. Different tasks require different levels and kinds of thinking. The tasks 
that learners work on, structure their experience of mathematics and are pivotal in their 
mathematical development. One of the ‘specific aims’ of the South African mathematics 
curriculum (i.e. see discussion in section 1.3.2 below) is “to promote problem solving and 
cognitive skills” (DBE, 2011, p. 8). Stein et al (2000) argue that task selection should match the 
goals/aims of learning. They also argue that “if a teacher wants learners to learn how to justify 
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or explain their solution processes, she should select a task that is deep and rich enough to 
afford such opportunities” (p. 12).   
Brodie (2010) argued that “choosing appropriate tasks is necessary but not sufficient to 
support a learner to develop reasoning” (p. 19) and developing problem solving and cognitive 
skills. Well thought-out implementation strategies of the tasks are crucial (Brodie, 2010; Stein 
et al 2000; Stein et al, 1996). At implementation, learners need to be supported by skilled 
teachers who can systematically raise or maintain the demands of tasks or lead learners into 
more cognitively demanding tasks (Stein et al 2000). This can be done through a process 
referred to as ‘scaffolding’. In an elaborated form of Vygotsky’s theory, ‘scaffolding’ is where 
a teacher changes the degree and quality of support provided to the learners when working 
on unfamiliar problems (Wood, Bruner & Ross, 1976). This support can be provided through 
communication.  Sullivan and Clarke (1991) argue that teachers and learners communicate 
mainly by methods of questions and answers involving sequential turns of talks and actions. 
Teachers often ask a series of questions which assist learners to negotiate new meanings.  
Being aware of the importance of cognitively demanding tasks and role of teacher questions 
in developing learners’ mathematical skills, I investigated the levels of cognitive demands of 
learning and practice tasks and the kinds of questions asked by teachers during instruction. 
In this way, I tested the soundness of the ‘hypothesis’ that township learners are often 
deprived of opportunities to work on higher-level cognitive demanding learning and practice 
tasks.  
1.2 Research Questions 
My case study is guided by the following research questions: 
1. What are the cognitive levels and difficulty levels of the mathematical tasks used 
in the case study township classrooms? 
2. How do the case study teachers’ classroom practice impacts on the cognitive 
demand levels and/or difficulty levels of mathematical tasks? 
Background question 
2a.   What kinds of questions are asked by the case study teachers to assist learners
  when working on learning and practice tasks? 
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1.3 Rationale  
This study largely is informed by the work done in South Africa by Brodie, Jina and Modau 
(2009) and by Kaur (2010) in Singapore, where the quality of mathematical tasks was 
examined.  The work by Brodie et al (2009) was based on two curricula, the interim core 
syllabus in Grade 11 and National Curriculum Statement (NCS) in grade 10. More about these 
different South African curricula is presented in section 1.3.2 below. Brodie et al (2009) 
checked for differences in the teachers’ questions and interaction patterns in the different 
curricula. Kaur (2010) focused mainly on the source and nature of mathematical tasks used 
by teachers to implement the intended curriculum and the link between the tasks and the 
primary goals of the curriculum. This case study is an adaption of two studies and focuses on 
the quality of the mathematical tasks selected by teachers in high-poverty setting and how 
teachers’ classroom practice (focusing on teachers’ questions) affected the quality of tasks 
selected.       
1.3.1 A comparable Study 
In 2006 the NCS was introduced in Grade 10. In that same year Brodie et al (2009) conducted 
a case study. In this study, one teacher was observed teaching a Grade 10 and Grade 11 class, 
each of which were working on two different curricula, NCS and interim core syllabus 
respectively.  The study was conducted at a township school with inadequate classrooms and 
the majority of learners were from poor families. Jina & Brodie (2008) argued that due to 
learners’ lack of learning aids, for example calculators, the classroom activities took longer 
than the predictable time to complete. The study explored how the teacher selected and 
implemented tasks and interacted with learners.  
Brodie et al (2009) argued that the NCS (i.e. the curriculum which replaced the interim core 
syllabus) promoted principles which were underpinned by the thinking shared with Kilpatrick 
et al (2001), that learning with understanding is more powerful than simply memorising. 
Through the NCS the Department of Education (2003) envisioned a shift from traditional ways 
of teaching and learning to more interactive approaches. Brodie et al (2009) acknowledged 
that what was encouraged in the official curriculum is often very different from what 
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happened on in the classrooms. Using previous research from other studies (i.e. Cuban, 1998; 
Jansen, 1999; Taylor and Vinjevold, a 1999; Taylor, 1999; Todd & Mason, 2005) Brodie et al 
(2009) crafted compelling arguments that pointed to the contrasts between classroom 
practice and what is encouraged in the endorsed curriculums. This led to a clear-cut notion 
that there are often disjoints between the intended curriculum and how it plays out in the 
classrooms. 
Brodie et al (2009) found that textbooks were the main sources of tasks. The teacher used 
one traditional textbook in Grade 11 and various NCS attuned textbooks in Grade 10. Using 
Stein et al.’s framework (a description and discussion of this framework is presented in 
Section 2.3), Brodie et al (2009) classified the tasks used by the teacher and found that the 
teacher used more procedures with connection (level 3) tasks in the NCS (Grade 10) than in 
the interim core syllabus (Grade 11).  On the other hand, more procedure without connection 
(level 2) tasks was used in the interim core syllabus than in NCS. However, there were neither 
memorization (level 1) nor doing mathematics (level 4) tasks in any of the curricula. Brodie et 
al (2009) attributed the difference in the selection of tasks to the awareness of the teacher to 
“the supposedly different constraints placed on teachers” (p. 25) by the NCS and interim core 
curriculum. They also claimed that the teacher’s “view was that the NCS allowed for some 
teacher autonomy in selecting tasks” (p.25). They argued that the teacher’s awareness of NCS 
goals and availability of teaching and learning support materials (i.e. new textbooks) could be 
used to explain the difference in the selection of tasks used in the two curricula.    
Brodie et al (2009) found that the teacher’s selected tasks in Grade 10 were in line with the 
goals of NCS, but that on implementation the cognitive levels of the tasks declined. The 
findings from their case study reproduced a pattern (i.e. the decline of cognitive levels of tasks 
on implementation) observed in prior studies and literature.  In conclusion they argued that 
the decline in the cognitive levels was due to ‘funnelling’ of questions by the teacher. My 
study seeks to address similar issues to those addressed by Brodie et al.’s (2009) study, but 
the setting, period and focus are different.      
1.3.2 The South African Context 
“To improve implementation, the National Curriculum Statement was amended, with the 
amendments coming into effect in January 2012. A single comprehensive Curriculum and 
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Assessment Policy document was developed for each subject to replace Subject 
Statement Learning Programme Guideline and Subject Assessment Guidelines in Grade 
R – 12” (DBE, 2011, p. 3) 
Since the dawn of democracy in 1994 there have been three major amendments to the South 
African curriculum: Curriculum 2005 (DoE, 1997) followed by (Revised) National Curriculum 
Statement (DoE, 2002) and now Curriculum and Assessment Policy Statement (DBE, 2011). 
Reviews of the outcome-based structural design of C2005 resulted in (R)NCS.  (R)NCS (also 
called NCS) was introduced into lower schooling grades (i.e. R – 9) in 2004 and in higher school 
Grades (10 – 12) in 2006. On-going implementation challenges with NCS resulted in another 
review in 2009. This resulted in the introduction of CAPS document. Although the Department 
of Basic Education (DBE) together with the stakeholders keeps on crafting contemporary 
systematic curricula documents, the challenges of implementation are still manifest in the 
schooling system. The challenges are often linked to teachers’ lack of content knowledge, 
poor teaching practices, lack of high-quality teaching and learning resources et cetera (see 
Kazima & Adler, 2006 and Makgato & Mji, 2006). I suggest that these challenges experienced 
at implementation are more pronounced in high-poverty settings where teachers have a less 
proactive work ethic and are textbook-bound.   
An analysis of the curricula documents reveals similarities and differences between them. The 
underlying philosophies relating to the purposes of mathematics in schools and societies, 
communicated by these curricula remain relatively constant. The philosophies are driven by 
aspirations of social transformation, principles enshrined in the Constitution of the Republic 
of South Africa (Act 108 of 1996) and skills and values which seek to ensure that learners 
become global citizens. The documents indicate that these aspirations ought to be achieved 
regardless of the learners’ socio-economic backgrounds and other adverse social factors (DoE, 
1997; DoE, 2003 and DBE, 2011).  
Amendments have focused on structural design; instructional programmes (i.e. work 
schedules, pace setters and assessment programmes); mathematical content; context; ways 
of assessing and teaching and learning resources (i.e. the latter is habitually supplementary 
since it is outsourced from private organisations, such as textbook writers and publishers). It 
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is stated in CAPS (DBE, 2011) document that “text books and other resources should be 
consulted for a complete treatment of all the material” (p. 16).  
A browse through each curriculum document reveals progressive improvements in the 
structural designs from C2005 to CAPS. For example, NCS presented four ‘learning outcomes’ 
as opposed to ten ‘specific outcomes’ in C2005. The NCS had forty-four assessment standards 
as opposed to two hundred and seventy-four performance indicators in C2005. In NCS clarity 
was given in terms of the content to be covered in each grade as opposed to over a phase (i.e. 
a group of grades, for example Foundation Phase is grade 1; 2 and 3), as was a case in C2005. 
The NCS had shifted from being a “critical curriculum” to being more of a “technocratic 
curriculum” (Cornbleth, 1990, p. 13), aimed at ensuring that all learners in South African 
mathematics classes learned content that was relatively the same. The assessment standards 
talked directly to what mathematical knowledge needed to be taught; thus I infer that it was 
much easier for teachers, regardless of their socio-economic backgrounds, level of education, 
to select problems which addressed the targeted mathematical knowledge. In NCS there was 
still a focus on application of mathematics; however, the use of ‘authentic’ life problems were 
not made explicit.  
The shift from NCS to CAPS saw a further change in the structural design of the documents. 
Although there are five ‘content areas’ in CAPS and five ‘learning outcomes’ in NCS, the CAPS 
document outlined the instructional programmes and content more clearly than did the NCS. 
The CAPS document stipulates what needs to be taught; time frames for when every topic 
must start and end and how to assess per grade. More specification is given not only to the 
mathematical knowledge and content, but also detailed work schedules, pace setters, 
assessment programmes and, in some cases, lesson plans are provided. These instructional 
programs dictate the content to be covered and the deadlines. The CAPS document also gives 
“some clarification notes or teaching guidelines” (DBE, p. 32). There is a concerted effort to 
link prior knowledge to what is to be learned. CAPS is less focused of ‘contextualizing 
mathematics’ and the use of ‘real-life’ problems as a strategy for teaching and learning 
mathematics as was the case in C2005. The approach is decontextualized both conceptually 
and operationally.  
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The shift from one curriculum to the next often also saw a shift in the ‘nature’ of mathematics 
and the topics offered at different grades. The conventional views of mathematics are those 
of a subject that is isolated from other subjects. However, the Outcome-based views 
introduced in C2005 viewed mathematics as a human activity that incorporates other learning 
areas. Thus mathematics as a learning area could not be treated in isolation from other 
learning areas.   
An understanding of a particular curriculum reached through analysis, can be used to explain 
how a curriculum influences classroom practice and by extension may explain why a set of 
activities or tasks were selected and how those tasks were used and/or managed in 
classrooms. As part of my course-work for the Master’s degree I analysed the three curricula 
documents, that is C2005, RNCS and CAPS.  It is worth noting that the crafting and 
introduction of these curricula happened in phases. The reviews of C2005 happened before 
it could even reach the Further Education and Training (FET) phase (i.e. Grade 10 -12) and 
where, subsequently, C2005 was phased out. In the upper phases an interim Core Syllabus 
(DoE, 1995) was used and it ran parallel to C2005. However, the two curricula were different 
in principles. The analysis gave a fairly detailed trajectory made over the years and I present 
relevant aspects here.  
The analysis focused on content and also looked at the ‘domain of mathematical practice and 
integration’ promoted by the curricula using Dowling’s (1998) domain of mathematics 
practice. Parker (2006, p. 68 – p. 70) summarized Dowling’s (1998) domain of mathematical 
practice as: 
The esoteric domain is most strongly classified (i.e. highly specialized, ‘traditionally’ abstract 
mathematical statements or tasks) with respect to other subjects in the curriculum. Both the 
forms of expression and the content are specialized. Ambiguity is minimized and therefore 
specialized denotations and connotations are prioritized. It is within this domain that the 
principles which regulate the practice of the activity can gain their full expression. Highly 
specialized abstract mathematical statements which might be elaborative either as a set of 
principles or set of procedures are identified as belonging to this domain.  An example of a 
task in the esoteric domain: determine the value of P: 


13
1
53
k
kP     
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The public domain is where there is relatively weak classification of content and mode of 
expression. Here the forms of expression and content are generally selected from the public 
domain context and they are referred, by the mathematical gaze of the esoteric domain, to    
mathematics contexts.  An example of a task in the public domain: Twenty water tanks are 
decreasing in size in such a way that the volume of each tank is half the volume of the previous 
tank. The first tank is empty, but the other nineteen tanks are full of water. Would it be 
possible for the water tank to hold all the water from the other nineteen tanks?   
The expressive domain is produced through a different type of contextualization, where the 
gaze combines specialized content with non-specialised forms of expressions. Here the 
classification of content is fairly strong and the classification of expression is weak. Here the 
non-mathematical element is re-contextualised within mathematical practice in order to give 
expression to the mathematical content. An example of a task in the expressive domain: An 
athlete runs along a straight road. His distance d from a fixed point P on the road is measured 
at different times, n, and the form cbnannd  2)( . The distances are recorded in the table 
below: 
Time(s) 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Distance(m) 17 10 5 2 r S 
Determine the values of a, b and c. 
 The descriptive domain arises when specialized mathematical expressions are imposed on 
non-specialised contents. So here the contents are weakly classified whereas the expression 
is relatively strongly classified. Here specialized expressions such as formulae are imposed on 
non-specialised content from the position of the esoteric domain.  An example of a task in the 
descriptive domain: A tuck-shop owner orders p brown loaves and q white loaves daily for x 
days. What does the expression )( qpx  tell you? 
Crude counts were made across the various ‘outcomes’ for the three curricula using the kind 
of coding described above. These are illustrated in the bar graph (Figure 1.1) below. The 
horizontal axis has the following codes: 1 - esoteric domain; 2 – descriptive domain; 3-
expressive domain and 4 - public domain. The graph indicates the change in the ‘domains of 
mathematics’ across the three curriculums.   
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Figure 1.1 Changes in the domain of mathematics 
 
The graph shows extreme shifts in the domains of practice. The C2005 document focused on 
promoting mathematics as a useful subject for public usage. But the notion of mathematics 
for the public (4) lost its dominance as amendments were made from one document to the 
next. The expressive domain (3) form a small percentage in C2005 and it dies out in the RNCS 
document. Although the descriptive domain (2) was visible in C2005 and RNCS, there was less 
focus on this domain in the CAPS document. Over the years there was an increase in esoteric 
domain (1). In the CAPS document the esoteric became more prominent. Accordingly, in this 
study I anticipated that the tasks used in the observed mathematics classrooms would have 
striking features of esoteric domain, whereby learners are expected to gain mastery of 
mathematics with very little reference to integration and/or contextualization. A browse 
through the LTMS (i.e. textbook and tasks that were said to be CAPS compliant) used by 
teachers in this case study; gave an unambiguous idea about the dominance of the features 
of the esoteric domain in CAPS.  
1.4 Overview of the report 
This report is divided into five chapters. In chapter one, I have provided the background of 
the study, the South African mathematics education context and the research questions that 
shaped my analysis. In chapter two, I present a review of related literature. I also discuss the 
theoretical background and analytic framework, followed by the discussion on data collection 
and methodology. I present data analysis and findings in chapter four. In the last chapter of 
this report, chapter five, I conclude the research by discussing the findings from my analysis, 
implications and limitations.      
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Chapter Two 
Literature Review 
2.1 Introduction 
As part of the background for this study, in chapter one, I reviewed at length the study by 
Brodie et al. (2009). In this chapter I review other literature, firstly focusing on Mathematics 
curricula issues: mathematics curricula; sources of mathematical tasks; mathematical tasks; 
number patterns. Secondly, I focus on the instruments used to measure features investigated 
in this study: taxonomies; cognitive levels; difficulty levels and the decline or increase of the 
mathematical task levels. Thirdly, I focus on the implementation of task in the classroom, with 
a direct focus on teachers’ questions. The reviews assisted in relating previous studies to this 
study and directed my thinking. Lastly, I discuss the analytical frameworks I used in this study.  
2.2 Mathematics Curricula Issues  
2.2.1 Mathematics Curricula and classroom practices  
In chapter one I allude on the changes made on the South African curriculum over the years 
since 1994. In this segment, I look at the ‘mathematics curriculum’ and review studies that 
examine classroom practices and the forms of learning opportunities some teaching practices 
afford mathematics learners. The construct ‘curriculum’ is often used as an all-encompassing 
term which describes what happens within a schooling system. Stein, Remillard and Smith 
(2007) argue that the term curriculum has multiple meanings. In the Cambridge Advanced 
Learner’s Dictionary curriculum is defined as “the group of subjects studied in a school”. Some 
authors (see Eisner, 1979; Dossey, 1992) use the term programme instead of the curriculum. 
The mathematics curriculum can also be talk about to as a ‘mathematics programme’ or a 
mathematics teaching programme.   
Kelly (2004) defines curriculum as “all the learning which is planned and guided by the school, 
whether it is carried on in groups or individually, inside or outside the school” (p 10). However, 
the more elaborated definition of the construct curriculum refers to the entire program 
provided by an educational department; district; school or the teachers. Stein et al. (2007) 
outlined three modes of using the term curriculum. Firstly, the term curriculum can be used 
to refer to the substance or content of teaching and learning. However, it has more to do with 
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“what” to teach, rather than “how” to teach. Secondly, it can also be used to refer to 
expectations for instructions laid out in policy documents and frameworks. And thirdly, it can 
refer to the material resource designed to be used by teachers in the classroom” (p. 321). The 
first and third meanings were found to be particularly significant for this study, since the main 
focus is on the enacted curriculum or ‘implemented curriculum’ (TIMSS, 1999) that is 
practiced in the classroom, rather than the ‘intended curriculum’ (TIMSS, 1999) pronounced 
in curriculum documents. 
In South Africa, the curriculum or rather ‘what’ to teach in public schools, is determined at 
national level by the Department of Basic Education (DBE). Then the information is cascaded 
downwards to the provincial levels; the district levels and then to schools.  Finally, it ends up 
in the classrooms. Information is carried through curriculum documents and other supporting 
documents, including textbooks. Although these documents stipulate what content/topics 
ought to be covered, they also carry some conceptions on the nature of mathematics, which 
in turn has implications for how mathematic should be taught. Dossey (1992) argues that “the 
understanding of different conceptions of mathematics is as important to the development 
and successful implementation of programme in the school mathematics as it is to the 
conduct and interpretation of research studies” (p.39). In South Africa Mathematics is seen 
as: 
 
“… a language that makes use of symbols and notations for describing 
numerical, geometric and graphical relationships in physical and social 
phenomena and between mathematical objects themselves. It helps to develop 
mental process that enhances logical and critical thinking, accuracy and 
problem solving that will contribute in decision-making. Mathematical problem 
solving enables us to understand the world (physical, social and economic) 
around us, and, most of all, to teach us to think creatively.” (DBE, 2011, p. 8)   
 
The citation above carries a philosophy of mathematics. This philosophy relates to:  
comprehension of mathematical concepts, operations and relations; capacity for logical 
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thought, reflection, explanation and justification; skill in carrying out procedures flexibly, 
accurately, efficiently and appropriately; ability to formulate, represent and solve 
mathematical problems; habitual inclination to see mathematics as sensible, useful and 
worthwhile, coupled with a belief in diligence and one’s own efficacy  as theorised by 
Kilpatrick, Swafford, & Findell (2001).  
 
An intended philosophy of mathematics can be realised through the teachers’ classroom 
practices. Boaler (2002, 2004, 2006) argued that the change in teaching practice of teachers 
can influence the learning of mathematics. Qualitative research conducted by McLaughlin & 
Talbert (1993) indicates that there are two contrary classroom practices. On one end is a 
traditional practice that is teacher controlled classroom marked: by many rules and sanctions; 
transmission teaching; more worksheets and tests and the content emphasis is on traditional 
fact-based curriculum. Traditional fact-based curriculum puts emphasis on computation and 
rigid systemic externally dictated principles such as standards of accuracy, speed and 
memorising.  On the other end is a contemporary practice where teachers facilitate learning; 
construct group norms; work interactively with learners; encouraging an active learner role 
and the emphasis is on conceptual understanding. Contemporary teachers allow their 
learners to “wrestle with problems and puzzles of the subject matter and achieve deeper 
understanding than is possible with traditional modes of instruction” (McLaughlin & Talbert, 
1993, p. 7). 
 
Mathematical education researchers (e.g. Dossey, 1992; Remillard & Bryans, 2004, Stacey, 
2003; Stein et al. 2007) acknowledge that classroom practices have over the years shifted 
away from being purely traditional. In present times more emphasis is placed on developing 
mathematical thinking, rather than on understanding mathematical procedures, principles 
and structures (Lakatos, 1976; Kitcher, 1984 and Schoenfeld, 1992). Thus contemporary 
practices that place more emphasis on learners’ active construction of and communication 
about solutions to challenging problems are promoted. The new goals of learning 
mathematics have more to do with mathematical thinking, reasoning, problem-solving, 
connecting, communicating, seeking evidence and constructing arguments to make 
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predictions and support conclusions (Stein et al. 2007, p. 320). These new goals are closely 
linked with the contemporary classroom practices.   
The contemporary classroom practices aim for the co-production of knowledge where there 
are interactions between the teacher and the learners. It envisages a kind of mathematics 
that assists in developing mental processes. This cannot be a watered down kind of 
mathematics, where only memorization and the application of routine procedures are 
promoted. Rather it is the kind of mathematics that is taxing to the brain, provokes and 
promotes mathematical thinking (Stein et al, 1996; Ball and Bass, 2003, Kilpatrick, Swafford, 
& Findell, 2001).  That is, it allows learners opportunities to engage in the processes of 
mathematical thinking, doing what makers and users of mathematics do. This includes 
framing and solving problems, looking for patterns, making conjectures, examining 
constraints, making inferences from data, abstracting, inventing, explaining, justifying, 
challenging, and so on (Stein et al., 1996, p. 456). Brodie (2008 & 2007) acknowledges the 
manifestation of contemporary practices in the South African mathematics classrooms. She 
argued that the NCS encouraged teachers to shift their teaching practices in ways that support 
mathematical thinking, such as reasoning, problem-solving, connecting, communicating, 
seeking evidence and constructing arguments to make predictions and support conclusions. 
Contemporary classroom practices are supposed to produce learners who are problem 
solvers. A British researcher, Boaler (1997, 1998, 1999) believe that learners who are taught 
via contemporary classroom practices learn not only abstract procedures, but also learn a 
particular set of practices and associated beliefs. In one longitudinal study, she monitored 
about 300 learners as they attended two schools that used different classroom practices. He 
study was conducted over a period of three years. At one school learners were taught 
mathematics using textbooks that asked a series of short, closed questions. Using the domain 
of mathematical practice discussed in chapter one, we can say the school was operating from 
the esoteric domain, the mathematics knowledge taught was strongly classified. “Lessons 
began with a method and techniques being demonstrated by teachers from the front of the 
room, learners would then practice the methods through their books” (Boaler, 2001, p. 122). 
The other school used a series of open-ended projects to teach. The school operated from 
the public domain, the mathematical content was weakly classified. The classroom practice 
was based on the belief that learners should “encounter situations in which they need to use 
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and apply mathematical methods” (p. 122). However, it is not clear how teachers introduced 
new methods and content that learners needed in order to complete their projects.  From the 
findings of her study, Boaler (1997, 1998, 1999, 2001) concluded that learners who are taught 
to reproduce mathematical fact, rules and procedures do not learn as much as learners who 
are required to explore and understand the nature of mathematical concepts, processes or 
relations. She concluded “that knowledge and practices are intricately related and that 
studies of learning need to go beyond knowledge to consider the practices in which learners 
engage and in which they need to engage in the future” (p. 125).    
In the late 1990s and early 2000s, most educational researchers recognised that knowledge 
is socially shared and that learning may be represented as participation in social practice. 
Thus, learning to manipulate mathematical procedures was no longer sufficient, but learners 
had to learn complex and non-algorithmic thinking that would enable them to solve any 
mathematical problems.  I believe that this perspective brought about changes noted in 
Boalers (1997, 1998 & 1999) study. Qualitative research focusing on classroom practices, 
appreciate some of the attempts made in mathematics education to shift towards 
contemporary practices (see Staples, 2007, Lobato; Clarke & Ellis, 2005, Hufferd-Ackles, 
Fuson, Sherin, 2004, Kazemi & Stipek, 2001, Davis, 1997). Most teachers who were noted to 
be changing their classroom practices or attempting to shifts from traditional practices 
belonged to professional communities which encourages and/or enabled them to consider 
teaching differently (McLaughlin & Talbert, 1993).  One example of such teachers is report 
about in Davi’s (1997) work. While conducting an extended collaborative research project 
with a mathematics teacher, Davids (1997) noted a change in the teacher’s classroom practice 
and attributed the change to the influence of “a graduate course in the mathematics 
education” (p. 361) the teacher was attending. 
Although teacher and researcher recognised the need to shift from traditional ways of 
teaching, there are still many challenges. Researcher have identified multiple new classroom 
practices used by teachers to help learners develop conceptual understanding of 
mathematics. These new classroom practices combination of the traditional and 
contemporary practices. In one of the studies, Staples (2007) reported on teachers that 
integrated traditional and contemporary practises. Staples (2007) explored how whole-class 
collaborative inquiry was used to support the classroom practice that allowed learners to 
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reason and construct their understanding of mathematics.  Staples (2007) argues that 
collaboration “implies a joint production of ideas where learners offer their thoughts, attend 
and respond to each other’s ideas, and generate shared meaning or understanding through 
their joined efforts” (p. 162). Accordingly, collaboration is one of the features of 
contemporary teaching practices.  Whereas, whole-class teaching is often viewed as a 
traditional teaching strategy.  
 Staple’s (2007) study focused on a teacher working with a lower-attaining group of learners. 
Staples (2007) purposefully selected a teacher who had a wealth of teaching experience. The 
teacher’s classroom practice was based on developing learners’ abilities to analyse problem 
situations, generate solution methods and develop conceptual and procedural fluency. The 
teacher shared a philosophy that views mathematics as a product of human thinking. The 
teacher applied teaching practices that accommodated learners’ needs. Staples collected 
data by means of ethnographic methods. She observed and analysed all classroom interaction 
and examined learners’ and teacher’s understanding of classroom practices and participation 
structures.  In the findings Staples (2007), reflected on the role of the teacher in the observed 
classroom. She noted that the teacher’s roles were to: “supported learners in making 
contributions; establishing and monitoring a common ground; and guiding the mathematics” 
(p.  172). The teacher consolidated learners’ thinking and systematised their work around 
mathematical ideas and practices.  
In Boaler (1997, 1998, 1999) it is not clear how teachers introduced new methods and content 
that learners needed in order to complete their projects. One can only assume that the 
teachers told and demonstrated procedures to their learners. In another study, Lobato, Clarke 
and Ellis (2005) a made up a compelling argument that suggested that learning theories can 
change teachers’ action and intentions, as a result their teaching practices. They argued that 
a constructivist theory could assist teachers to:   
 differentiate their actions that are aimed at generating understanding from those 
aimed at the repetition of procedures 
 shift away from external; responses towards what can be inferred about learners’ 
mental actions 
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 gain understanding that knowledge cannot be directly transferred to learners via 
language 
 become more interested in learners’ actions as clues to understand what models 
learners are constructing (p. 102) 
Based on their understanding of the constructivist theory Lobato et al. (2005) reformulated a 
feature of the traditional teaching practice that is ‘telling’. Lobato et al (2005) argues that 
‘telling’ traditionally means stating information or demonstrating procedures, thus promote 
transmission model of teachers that opposes contemporary teaching practices. Traditionally, 
telling actions require the teacher to stand in front of the class. Lobato et al (2005) continued 
to argue that among many other drawbacks traditional telling actions limit mathematical 
exploration, minimises the possibility of cognitive engagement and may communicate to 
learners that there is only one solution path (p. 103). Lobato et al (2005) using Romagnano’s 
(1994) argument highlighted some of the dilemmas teachers face when having to choose 
between traditional and contemporary teaching practices, that is to tell or not to tell. They 
acknowledge that teachers know that telling can “pose the danger of restricting further 
mathematical exploration, but never telling can result in learners disengaging with the 
mathematics or engaging at a superficial level” (p. 105). Lobato et al. (2005) argue that there 
is a need for telling in contemporary classrooms and that the telling actions must not take 
away the need for learners to reflect on the mathematics and develop their own solution 
processes.   Accordingly, Lobato et al. (2005) claimed that telling can occur in three ways: 
1. In terms of the function rather than the form of teachers’ communicative acts 
2. In terms of the conceptual rather than the procedural content of the new information 
3. In terms of its relationship to other actions rather than as an isolated action 
Lobato et al. (2005) also considered how teachers can exploit one of the traditional teaching 
practices feature (i.e. telling) and use it to promote conceptual understanding. They examined 
the processes of telling empirically and concluded that the definition of what it means to tell 
is context sensitive.  
From the discussion above one can deduce that the teacher’s intentions and actions are the 
main realisms that determine what learners will learner. A teacher whose focus is on 
conceptual understand rather than procedural understanding is likely to promote conceptual 
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growth regardless of the classroom set-up. Teachers who prefer traditional ways of teaching, 
can reformulate certain features and align them with their intentions.   
2.2.2 Source(s) of mathematical tasks - Textbooks  
In many mathematics classrooms learners spend most of the time working on tasks selected 
from textbooks. Worldwide, textbooks are recognised as the main sources of information for 
teachers, learners and parents. Over the years, textbooks and other written teaching and 
learning materials used in South Africa have become subjects of interest for many researchers 
(see Adler, 2000; Adler, Dickson, Mofolo, Sethole, 2001; Ensor, Dunne, Galant, Gumdze, 
Jafters, Reeves, Tawodzea, 2002; Stoffels 2007). In South Africa, due to contextual factors, 
the availability of various textbooks at a school is taken as an indication of an effective 
education system. Stoffles (2007) found that the government appraisal of textbooks was 
phony (i.e. not sincere), and recommended that the role of textbooks as resources be taken 
more seriously by giving more time for evaluation and trialling. The larger variety of textbooks 
that are habitually published makes the task of selecting textbooks quite daunting for 
teachers.  Hence, many teachers limit themselves to the use of one or two specific 
textbook(s).   
Studies (see Remillard and Bryans, 2004; Lloyd, 1999; Remillard, 2000; Adler, 2000) focusing 
on the use of mathematics curriculum materials, including textbooks, indicate that textbooks 
help teachers understand the curriculum and also help develop teachers’ knowledge. 
Textbooks are presumed to save a lot of time when teachers prepare lessons and select tasks. 
Ensor et al (2002) explored the impact of one textbook which was said to promote a kind of 
approach to mathematics which was in line with the approach proposed in the curriculum. 
Ensor et al (2002) argued that curriculum materials promote certain patterns of teaching and 
learning of mathematics She concluded that textbooks have a role to play in promoting the 
desired curriculum transformations; furthermore, she argued that teachers need to learn to 
develop mathematics activities which support transformation. Her argument implies that 
textbooks can be used to promote certain curriculum objectives. However, Remillard and 
Bryans (2004) found that the way teachers use and interact with curriculum materials were 
primarily influenced by the teachers’ initial orientations towards a curriculum.  There is often 
a difference between the intended curriculum promoted through textbooks and the enacted 
curriculum and however the tasks in the textbook are implemented.       
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2.2. 3 Mathematical Tasks  
The role of mathematical tasks in classrooms cannot be downplayed. Shimiza et al (2010) 
argue that there is theoretical and empirical evidence from studies conducted in different 
countries which show that tasks play a pivotal role in mathematics classrooms. Mathematical 
instruction and classroom activities are directed through the use of tasks (Shimiza et al, 2010 
and Doyle, 1988). Mathematical tasks are in essence what learners ‘do’ in the classrooms. 
Mason & Johnston-Wilder (2006) defined mathematical tasks as “what learners are asked to 
do, be it computations to be performed, symbols to be manipulated, diagrammatic 
representations to be made or translations of word problems into mathematical statements 
or models” (cited in Kaur, 2010, p. 15). Mathematical tasks are more than just objects used 
to convey information; they also guide learners to a particular mathematical concept (Stein, 
Grover and Henningsen, 1996). “The task that teachers assign can determine how learners 
come to understand what is taught. In other words, tasks serve as a context for learners’ 
thinking, during and after instruction” (Shimiza, Kaur, Huang, and Clarke, 2010, p. 1).   
In South Africa, the Department of Education (1997) required teachers “to think and prepare 
interesting and appropriate learning activities …” (p. 11) which promote full understanding of 
mathematics, not just knowledge of mathematical concepts, principles, and their structure. 
Stein et al (1996) argue that learning activities should have more than one solution strategy 
and multiple representations; they should require students to communicate and justify their 
procedures and understanding.  
Researchers around the globe support the notion that the type of mathematical task that 
ought to be used in classrooms are those that promote mathematical thinking, reasoning and 
problem solving (Brodie, 2008; Stein and Lane, 1996; Anthony & Walshaw, 2009). Brodie 
(2008) argues that “a key aspect of reform-orientated practice is choosing tasks that allow for 
conceptual thinking, reasoning, justifications and communication of mathematical ideas” (p. 
34). 
Through the use of mathematical tasks learners ought to be encouraged to make links 
between mathematical ideas; construct mathematical meanings; manage to perform non-
procedural and multi-layered thinking (Anthony & Walshaw, 2009). This means that 
mathematical tasks that are selected or created for teaching and learning ought to promote 
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what Kilpatrick, Swafford and Findell (2001) refer to as mathematical proficiency.  Brodie 
(2000) argues that teachers can promote mathematical proficiency by giving learners tasks 
which encourages formulation, justification and testing of conjectures. 
2.2.4 Number Patterns  
During the period of the data collection, number patterns were taught in the classes I 
observed (refer to appendix D and E, for Annual Teaching Plans). Number patterns are studied 
across all grades of the South African curriculum. In grades 4 -6 (i.e. Intermedia Phase) number 
patterns tasks are used in “laying the foundation for study of formal algebra in the Senior 
Phase while at the same time developing important mathematical thinking skills” (DoE, 
2003a, p. 37). The curriculum is designed such that number pattern tasks in the grades 7 – 9 
(i.e. Senior Phase) develop on the skills and content imparted in the lower grades. Through 
the curriculum learners in the grade 8 and 9 are expected to “use algebraic processes in the 
description of these patterns” (DoE, 2003a, p. 39). From Grade 10 to 12 learners are expected 
to “solve problems relating to arithmetic, geometric and other sequences and series” in 
addition “explore real-life and pure mathematical number patterns and problems which 
develop the ability to generalise, justify and prove” (DoE, 2003b, p. 12). 
   
 The South African curriculum highlights the necessity for learner across grades to investigate; 
justify and generalise a rule/formula in words or algebraically of patterns. Accord to Chua & 
Hoyles (2012) “pattern generalising tasks typically involve getting learners to examine specific 
cases to search for a pattern, extend the pattern to predict other cases, and articulate the 
functional relationship underpinning the pattern using mathematical symbols” (p. 161).  
Driscoll (1999) argues that ‘generalisation’ is a cognitively demanding thinking process that 
does not only apply in patterns, but throughout algebra.   
 
Mathematics education researchers acknowledge that learners often find it difficult to 
generalise or miss the step(s) to generalising/globalising. However, learners can without 
difficulty describe patterns in recursive terms (Driscoll, 1999; Warren, 2005, Warren and 
Copper, 2008). Teachers are encouraged to capitalise on learners’ understanding of recursive 
relationships to build a close form of a rule. From the work of Driscoll (1999); Warren (2005) 
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and Warren and Copper (2008) I deduced that an important undertaking of a teacher is to 
take learners from the stage(s) of describing patterns in recursive terms to a stage(s) where 
they are able to generalise. Driscoll (1999) argues for the uses of questions to encourage 
generalisation and convincing arguments in the classrooms. Some of the question suggest by 
Driscoll (1999) are:     
 
 How did you get your answer? 
 How can you be sure that your answer is correct? 
 Why is your formula right? 
 Why did you do that? 
 What are you trying to find out?       (p. 106 – 107) 
 
Driscoll (1999) argues that algebraic thinking involves the ability to “think about functions and 
how they work, and to think about the impact that a system’s structure has on calculations” 
(p. 1). He then theorise that algebraic thinking should involve three habits of mind: doing-
undoing; building rules to represent functions (i.e. including generalising) and Abstracting 
from Computation. Habits of the mind can be developed through “guiding questions” (p. 3). 
Driscoll (1999) gives examples of guiding questions which can the used to develop each of the 
three habits of the mind.  This study is about the use of tasks in the classrooms and teacher 
questions, thus I found Driscoll’s (1999) work pertinent.  
 
Table 2.1 below indicates the grades, topic and content(s), as specified in the CAPS document 
(DBE, 2011) of the topic ‘number patterns’ taught in the classes I observed.  
Grade  Topic Content 
11 Number Pattern  Investigate number patterns leading to those where there is 
a constant second difference between consecutive terms, 
and the general term is therefore quadratic 
9 Numeric and 
geometric 
patterns 
Investigate and extend patterns 
 Investigate & extend numeric & geometric patterns 
looking for relationships between numbers; including 
patterns: 
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o Represented in physical or diagram form 
o Not limited to sequences involving a constant 
difference or ration 
o Of learners’ own creation  
o Represented in tables  
o Represented algebraically 
 Describe & justify the general rules for observed 
relationships between numbers in own words or in 
algebraic language 
Table 2.1 Number Pattern in CAPS curriculum 
In grade 11 the specified content refers to quadratic number patterns. Samson (2008) through 
his interaction “with colleagues and learners alike in the exploration of patterns strategies for 
generalising decontextualized number patterns based on quadratic formulae” (p. 9) came up 
with eight. 
2.3 Instruments and Features gauged 
2.3.1 Instruments of analysis: Taxonomies 
In mathematics taxonomies are developed and used for different aims (see Stein et al, 2000; 
Stein et al 1998; Stein et al 1996; Porter, 2000; Berger, Bowie & Nyaumwe, 2010). Generally, 
taxonomies are used in education to measure the quality of tasks and/or the levels of thinking 
required to perform a mathematical task. The underlying ideologies and designs of most 
taxonomies go along with Bloom’s Taxonomy (1956), whereby levels/orders range from the 
lower levels to higher levels.  
In South Africa, in the past the national department of education provided a separate Subject 
Assessment Guidelines for Mathematics (SAGM) that outlined the taxonomy meant to assist 
teachers in measuring and creating assessment tasks. At present, the department of basic 
education through CAPS (2011, p. 53) (see appendix D) provides a taxonomy which has four 
levels: knowledge, routine procedures, complex procedures and problem solving. Each level 
has descriptors. Both taxonomies proved to be very difficult to work with. However, the 
difficulty is not unique for DoE or DBE taxonomies. For example, Thompson (2008) found that 
mathematics teachers have difficulties with using (i.e. decoding and understanding) Bloom’s 
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Taxonomy in order to create higher-order thinking assessment tasks. The difficulties stem 
from the fact that taxonomies do not separate the ‘levels’ from ‘the kind of thinking’.   Berger, 
Bowie, Nyaumwe (2010) argued that the elements of the SAGM taxonomy made it difficult to 
apply and remarked that the taxonomy “conflates cognitive levels with the type of 
mathematical activity” (p. 30).  In the CAPS (2011) document there seem to be common 
characteristics between ‘routine procedure’ and ‘complex procedure’, which makes it tricky 
to use this taxonomy to measure the cognitive level of some tasks. The taxonomy is not clear 
whether a well-known procedure that contains many steps or tricky algebraic manipulation 
should be classified as a routine or complex procedure. This implies that much care is needed 
when measuring the cognitive levels of task, since it is tricky to locate a task in an appropriate 
level (Stein et al 2000)   
Taxonomies can and/or are used to measure the cognitive demands of tasks. Although there 
are challenges (some were noted above) with using taxonomies, a suitable taxonomy can be 
very useful. In other cases, a proposed taxonomy can be improved, or a new and more 
favourable taxonomy can be developed. For example, Berger et al (2010) saw gaps in the 
SAGM taxonomy and thus used other available taxonomies to close those gaps. In the end 
they proposed a ‘new’ taxonomy.  
The levels of cognitive demand or levels of thinking required for undertaking a task depend 
on the familiarity of the learners with the content of the task (Berger et al, 2010; Thompson, 
2008). Thus, one should determine whether or not a learner is familiar with the measured 
task and how the learner will do the task before categorising the task. Berger et al (2010) 
argues that since the cognitive demand of task depend on familiarity of the learner with the 
task, it is important to consider the age and grade level of the learner. Studies have shown 
that teachers tend to categorise tasks at higher levels than they actually are, and to develop 
task of lower cognitive demands (see Thompson, 2008; Senk, Beckmann, Thompson, 1997). 
With this in mind, the following questions are worth considering: Do South Africa teachers 
ever use taxonomies to measure the cognitive levels of tasks they setup for learner? Could it 
be that teachers select or create learning tasks of lower order thinking without the knowledge 
that they are doing so? In this study these questions are considered, but are not addressed 
directly.  
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Stein and Smith’s (1998) taxonomy for which the early version was designed by Stein, Grover 
and Henningsen (1996), was chosen as a suitable taxonomy for my study for two reasons. 
One, it was used in several studies successfully (see Kaur, 2010 and Brodie et al, 2009). Two, 
it was designed for mathematical learning tasks. In this study Stein and Smith’s (1998) 
taxonomy is used to measure the cognitive levels of both the learning and practice tasks.  
Stein and Smith (1998) explain the multiple roles of mathematical tasks and provide a detailed 
analysis guide for measuring the cognitive demands of the tasks used by teachers in their 
classrooms.  
2.3.2 Cognitive levels of mathematical tasks 
In the preceding section I have reflected on issues concerning use of taxonomies in education. 
In this session I consider and discuss the taxonomy used in this study. 
 
 The very low level (zero) is used to classify tasks which focus on the memorization of facts, 
rules or formulae with no explanations required from learners.  The low level (one) is used to 
classify tasks which are procedural in nature and are concerned mainly with producing correct 
solutions; such tasks require no explanations. The focus of ‘level one’ tasks are on producing 
correct solutions rather than developing understanding. The high level (two) is used to classify 
tasks where learners are required to make connections and meanings which may enrich their 
mathematical understanding.  In these tasks explanations are required. The very high level 
(three) is assigned to tasks where learners are required to solve problems (i.e. work as true 
mathematicians); such a problem will be presented without direction or hints. At this level, 
learners are expected to demonstrate a deeper understanding of mathematical concepts or, 
sometimes, the application of these concepts to ‘real-world’ contexts. These tasks often 
require that several solutions are produced and no methods are suggested for the learners. 
Learner working with such tasks need to provide solutions in a clear mathematical structure 
with comprehensive explanations.  
 
The fact that the cognitive demands of tasks depend on who the task is designed for; how it 
is administered in the classroom and that the teacher and learners can change the initial 
apparent level of the task (Brodie et al, 2009) makes it very difficult to use the descriptors of 
the cognitive levels. The teacher can affect the level of the task through the kind and level of 
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assistance s/he provides to the learners. Learners can affect the level of the task by how they 
engage with the task. This means that there is an initial apparent level of the task and the 
actual level of the task that is influenced by how the teacher and learners engage with the 
task.   
2.3.3 Difficulty levels of mathematical tasks 
At some stage during the write up of this study I had an opportunity to work with a team put 
together by a Council for Quality Assurance in General and Further Education and Training 
(uMalusi). The team was tasked to analyse the 2012, 2013, 2014 National Senior Certificate 
examination papers from both DBE and IEB (Independent Examination Board). Using 
description of cognitive levels from the CAPS document (DoE, 2011, p. 53), see appendix C.  
 
In my engagements with the team, after each team member (i.e. including myself) had 
analysed papers independently, we compared our results and had discussion of our findings. 
Table 2.1 below gives an example of the consolidated group analysis of a question dealing 
with number patterns.   
 
 CD DL 
 
 
 
P 
 
M 
 
M 
P/W 
 
 
 
E 
 
E 
 
E 
D 
Table 2.1: Categorisation by Umalusi team 
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P- stands for routine procedures or procedures without connections, E stands for easy, M 
stands for knowledge or memorisation, P/W stands for procedures with connection or 
complex procedures and D stands for difficult. From the whole process I learned that 
categorisation of cognitive demands (CD) cannot completely indicate the tasks’ difficulty or 
complexity of the some of the procedural mathematical tasks and solutions. For this reason, 
I considered looking at the ‘difficulty levels’ (DL) of the tasks used in the observed lessons. 
The difficulty of a task is closely linked with the number of knowledge elements and the 
combination of knowledge elements that are not often combined. The Umalusi team based 
their measurement of the difficulty of task on the framework by Leong (2006) for thinking 
about question difficulty. The framework comprised the following four general categories: 
 Content (subject/conceptual) difficulty 
 Stimulus (question) difficulty 
 Task (process) difficulty  
 Expected response difficulty 
 
Leong (2006) acknowledged that difficulty framework he proposed was “merely an attempt 
at creating a conceptual framework to think about item (tasks) difficulty” (p.6), because it 
cannot explain why certain low-order tasks on specific knowledge can be more difficult than 
others. He also stated that the item (tasks) difficulty framework “does not state the 
relationships and interactions among the concepts of the framework” (p.6).  Difficulty level 
as used in this study, was an attempt to compare tasks against each other to check which 
tasks are harder that the others. No attempt was made to compare the frameworks by Leong 
(2006) and Stein & Smith (1998) was made. 
2.4 Implementation of Tasks 
2.4.1 Teachers’ Questions 
Literature suggests that there is close connection between the teachers’ questions and what 
happens in the classrooms, including how task are implemented (Sullivan & Clarke, 1991; 
Boaler & Brodie, 2004). The teachers’ questions can elicit learners’ explanations and 
justifications, and promote mathematical discourses (Kazemi & Stipet, 2001; Silver and Smith 
1996). The manner in which teachers arrange their questions, and by extension their 
classroom discourses, can assist learners in communicating and thinking about mathematics 
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(Sullivan & Clarke, 1991).  Sullivan & Clarke (1991) argue that the discourse between the 
teachers and learners happens mainly through questions and instructions. Boaler and Brodie 
(2004) argue that questions need to be viewed within the context of the kind of classroom 
practice that they are used and in relation to the tasks.  All these arguments shape theories 
which suppose that good questions can support certain classroom practices, initiate 
mathematical conversations, provoke learners into constructing their own mathematical 
meaning, understanding and enrich their experience of mathematics. 
 
Questions need to be viewed within the context of a classroom practice (Hiebert and Wearne, 
1993). Traditionally, teachers’ questions are aimed at testing learners’ knowledge and are 
usually posed after teachers have demonstrated some mathematical procedures.  In such 
instances the teacher’s role is to transmit mathematical knowledge to attentive and silent 
learners. In contrast, in contemporary teaching practices, learners work independently. 
Contemporary, teachers support learning by: asking good questions, offering hints, 
suggesting forms of representation, and asking for clarification and justification (Stein, Engle, 
Smith, and Hughes, 2008). Stein et al (2008) argue that at some stage during a lesson a teacher 
must facilitate the discussion of the task. The aim of the discussion of the task is the 
construction of knowledge through communication and the search for common grounds. 
Stein et al (2008) understands the teacher’s role as that of a regulator. Teachers regulate 
interaction through questioning, asking for explanations and the underlying reasons as to why 
learners chose particular strategies when working on a particular task. The arguments 
presented in this segment point to the importance of focusing on teacher questions in order 
to understand the relationship between teaching and learning.       
 
Like tasks, questions can also be graded according to their supposed cognitive demand levels 
or codes.  Sullivan and Clarke (1991) differentiate between lower order and higher order 
questions and reasoned that asking higher order questions enhances learning. In their 
monograph they found that smaller numbers, but nonzero, of teachers asked higher order 
questions that “required the pupils to think independently or to give more than one answer” 
(p. 9). They argued that good questions promote active learning. Good questions were found 
to be open ended and required more than just recalling facts. They also presented strategy of 
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asking good questions to assist teachers stimulate higher order thinking among learners.  
Sullivan and Clarke (1991) provided ways in which teachers can move away from perceiving 
learning mathematics as mastering procedures.  Whereas, Boaler and Brodie (2004) noted 
that different questions shape the nature and flow of classroom discussions and the cognitive 
opportunities offered to learners.   
2.4.2 Decline in the cognitive levels  
Classroom researchers noted some of the tasks that teachers select are of high cognitive 
demands. However, there was a decline in the level of those tasks at implementation (Stein 
et al., 1996, Stein et al., 1999, Stein et al., 2000). Stein et al. (1999) found that only about one-
third of the high level demand tasks that were selected remained that way at implementation. 
Staple (2007) note that teachers took over the challenging aspects when there was evidence 
that learners had stopped making progress or when they seem to be struggling or showing 
signs of frustration  
 
 Stein et al. (2000) looked at using cognitively complex tasks in the classroom at length. They 
conceptualised tasks as “classroom-based activities” (p. 25) rather than mere problems 
written in textbooks or other learning and teaching support materials. Viewing tasks as 
classroom-based activities, suggests that tasks can change form and emphasis at 
implementation, in the interactions of teaching and learning. However, Stein et al. (2000) also 
acknowledged that tasks can be changed during the setup phase. For example, a teacher who 
presume that her learners are ‘weak’ may setup tasks in such a manner that the challenging 
aspects of the tasks are removed. The teachers and their learners contribute to how goals and 
intentions of the tasks are realised during class interactions. The kind of support given by the 
teachers to their learners influence the level of tasks (Henningsen & Stein, 1997). Henningsen 
and Stein (1997) argue that teacher can promote deeper levels of understanding by 
consistently probing learners’ understanding of tasks in class.  
 
The book by Stein et al (2000) was a culmination of a series of studies on classroom 
instruction, including task setup and implementation, conducted over a period of 5 years (see 
Stein et al., 1999; Stein and Smith, 1998; Henningsen & Stein, 1997; Stein et al., 1996,).  The 
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findings from these studies suggested factors associated with the decline of high level of 
cognitive demands of tasks, as the following: 
 Problematic aspects of the tasks become routinized 
 The teacher shifts the emphasis from meaning, concepts, or understanding to the 
correctness or completeness of the answer 
 Not enough time provided to wrestle with the demanding aspects of the task or too 
much time is allowed and students drift into off-task behaviour.  
 Classroom management problems prevent sustained engagement in high-level 
cognitive activities. 
 Inappropriateness of task for a given group of learners 
 Learners are not held accountable for high-level products or processes. 
Stein et al. (2000, p. 27) 
 
Stein et al. (2000) found that tasks that declined during implementation transformed into: 
procedures without connection to meaning; un-systemic exploration and/or non-
mathematical activities. They noted that one of the teachers became disappointed when 
learners were not making progress and were complaining that the tasks are too difficult. The 
teacher gave-in and provided learners with a procedure for solving the task.  In another case, 
the teacher allowed learners to continue without her kind of support needed when learners 
are working on cognitively demanding tasks. As a result, learners spent too much time on the 
task and they struggled and end-up failing to make progress towards mathematical 
understanding. They also observe classes were learners played absentmindedly with their 
manipulatives or talked with their peers about subjects that are not related to the tasks at 
hand.  They concluded that this happens when the task is not matched with the learners’ prior 
learning and other classroom management problems.  
2.5 Analytic framework 
2.5.1 Cognitive demands of tasks 
In line with Kaur’s (2010) study, the framework by Stein and Smith (1998) was used to 
ascertain the cognitive demands of tasks selected by the teachers observed in this study. This 
framework is similar to the one used by Stein, Grover and Henningsen (1996) and Stein, Smith 
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and Henningsen (2000). It categorises tasks into four levels of cognitive demands. Table 2.2 
below shows the description of the features in each category.  
Lower-level demand (memorisation) 
 Involve either previously learned facts, rules, formulas, or definitions or 
committing facts, rules, formulas or definitions 
 Cannot be solved using procedures because a procedure does not exist or 
because the time frame in which the task is being completed is too short to 
use a procedure. 
 Are not ambiguous. Such task involves the exact reproduction of previously 
seen material, and what is to be reproduced is clearly and directly stated. 
 Have no connection to the concepts or meaning that underlie the facts, 
rules, formulas, or definitions being learned or reproduced. 
Lower-levels (procedures without connections) 
 Are algorithmic. Use of the procedure either is specifically called for or is 
evident from prior instruction, experience, or placement of the task. 
 Require limited cognitive demand for successful completion. Little 
ambiguity exists about what needs to be done and how to do it.  
 Have no connection to the concepts or meaning that underlie the 
procedure being used. 
 Are focused on producing correct answers instead of developing 
mathematical understanding. 
 Require no explanation or explanations that focus solely on describing the 
procedure that was used. 
Higher –level demand (procedures with connection) 
 Focus students’ attention on the use of procedure for the purpose of 
developing deeper levels of understanding of mathematical concepts and 
ideas 
 Suggest explicitly or implicitly pathways to follow that are broad general 
procedures that have closed connection to underlying conceptual ideas as 
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opposed to narrow algorithmic that are opaque with respect to underlying 
concepts. 
 Usually are represented in multiple ways, such as visual diagrams, 
manipulatives, symbols, and problem situations. Making connections 
among multiple representation help develop meaning. 
 Require some degree of cognitive effort. Although general procedure may 
be followed, they cannot be followed mindlessly. Students need to engage 
with conceptual ideas that underlies the procedure to complete the task 
successfully and that develop understanding. 
Higher-level demands (doing mathematics) 
 Require complex and non-algorithmic thinking – a predictable well-
rehearsed approach or pathway is not explicitly suggested by the task, task 
instructions, or a worked-out example. 
 Require students to explore and understand the nature of mathematical 
concepts, processes or relationships.  
 Demand self-monitoring or self-regulation of one’s own cognitive 
processes. 
 Require students to analyse the task and actively examine task constraints 
that may limit possible solutions strategies and solutions 
 Require considerable cognitive effort and may involve some level of anxiety 
for the student because of the unpredictable nature of the solution process 
required.  
Table 2.2 Cognitive demands (Smith and Stein, 1998, p. 348) 
2.5.2 Teacher’s Questions 
Boaler and Brodie (2004) provided a comprehensive framework for analysing teachers’ 
questions. The framework has nine categories, however, Brodie et al (2009) and Jina (2008) 
found that only four of the categories were relevant in the South African context. Table 2.3 
below shows the description of the four categories used in this study.            
 
Question type  Description 
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1. Gathering information, leading learners 
through a method 
Require immediate answer 
Rehears known facts/procedures 
Enable learners to state facts/procedure 
2.  Inserting terminology Once ideas are under discussion, enable 
correct mathematical language to be used to 
talk about them  
3.Exploring mathematical meanings and/or 
relationships 
Points to underlying mathematical 
relationships and meaning. Makes links 
between mathematical ideas and 
representations 
4. Probing, getting learners to explain their 
reasoning 
Ask learners to articulate, elaborate or 
clarify ideas 
Table 2.3: Categories of teacher’s question (Boaler and Brodie, 2004) 
 
Boaler and Brodie (2004) analysis schedule was used for coding the observed teachers’ 
questions. As with the tasks, questions were graded according to their supposed cognitive 
demand level.  
2.6 Conclusion 
In this chapter, I presented a review of literature about mathematics curricula; sources of 
mathematical tasks; mathematical tasks; number patterns; the instruments used to measure 
features investigated in this study and on the implementation of task in the classroom, with 
a direct focus on teachers’ questions. I also discussed the offered the analytic frameworks 
that were used in chapter four, to analyses data that was collected.   
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Chapter Three   
Data Collection and Methodology 
3.1 Introduction                                       
 In this section I present the methodology and the strategies followed when collecting 
information in relation to mathematics tasks and teaching actions in the observed classrooms. 
I also describe the tools for data collection. Furthermore, I provide details about the sample 
used for the study; challenges faced during the process of data collection and issues relating 
to the validity and reliability of the findings. 
3.2 Research Design and Methodology 
The primary objective of this study was to gain insight into the cognitive levels and difficulty 
levels of mathematics tasks selected and implemented by the teachers in the study. I also 
wanted to focus on the teachers’ classroom practice, particularly at the types of teachers’ 
questions used during the implementation of the tasks, to determine how the preferred 
teaching actions affected the cognitive demands of the tasks. Accordingly, an interactive 
qualitative research design was adopted.  
Features measured in this study were foregrounded by the fact that the sampled school was 
located in a high-poverty community and was not well resourced. In literature there is little 
information that talks to or about mathematics teaching and learning in high-poverty schools 
and communities. However, there is a great need to explore what happens in mathematics 
classrooms in such communities. This is particularly urgent given the dire state of 
mathematics in such schools. Hence, I supposed it was meaningful to observe mathematics 
teachers teaching in a school located in high-poverty community.        
A case study data collection strategy was selected as the most appropriate method for this 
research.  Creswell (2008) and Opie (2004) share a comparable interpretation of a case study 
as “an in-depth study of interactions of a single instance in an enclosed system” (Opie, 2004, 
p. 74). Two teachers and their classes of learners at a single school were ‘cases’ in this study. 
Since I looked at more than one case (i.e. two teachers), this is referred to as “multiple case 
studies” (Merriam, 1998, p. 40). Data from the two teachers and their classes was collected, 
analysed and findings were presented as two individual case studies.  
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3.3 Data collection and instruments         
This study investigated the tasks used by teachers in their mathematics classrooms and how 
teachers’ classroom practice, more particularly whether their questions lowered or raised the 
cognitive demand levels of the instructional tasks they selected. To engage in this type of 
investigation I had to observe teachers in practice. Two methods of data collection were 
employed: classroom observation and collection of instructional material (i.e. learning and 
practice tasks used by in the classes). As part of the observation, the teachers and their classes 
were audio tape-recorded.  I would have preferred to observe one teacher teaching two 
classes at different times during normal schooling time. However, due to my obligation as a 
full-time teacher I had limited time for collecting data as I preferred. I managed to secure 
periods for observing the two teachers teaching their classes. It was very difficult to find times 
which matched well my plans and duties to the lessons I preferred observing. However, I 
managed to observe a total of ten mathematics lessons for both teachers. The ten 
mathematics lessons were taught by the two teachers who agreed to participate in the study.   
The length of each lesson ranged from thirty minutes to an hour depending on the time 
allocated on the observed teacher’s timetable.  I collected and noted the sources of all tasks 
used during the lessons and those given as ‘homework’, these made up the total of all tasks 
that were analysed. The table 4.3 below maps the tool used to research questions addressed. 
 Research Questions Methods of data collection 
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1. What are the cognitive levels of the learning 
and practice tasks use in the case study 
township classrooms? 
X X     
2. How do the case study teachers’ classroom 
practice impact on the cognitive demands levels 
and/or difficulty levels of the mathematical 
tasks? 
X   X   
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2a. What kind of questions are asked by the 
case study teachers to assist learners when 
working on learning and practice tasks?  
X X X X 
Table: 3.1: Mapping data collection methods to research questions 
In addition, I took photos of the teachers’ board work, made brief notes of some of the 
moments I found attention-grabbing, had informal conversations with the observed teachers 
and interviewed one of the teachers. The interview was taped and I intended to transcribe 
the interview. Unfortunately, my bag with the digital audio-tape and other material was 
stolen at the school. The bag and other materials in it were recovered at the later stage, but 
the audio-tape was never found and I strongly believe that it was stolen for the hardware 
rather than for any other reason.  Fortunately, most of the other audio data had been saved 
on my computer. I used the data collected to trace questions asked by teachers, to evaluate 
the cognitive demand levels of the tasks in the two classrooms, to qualitatively examine the 
teachers’ practice (i.e. the teachers’ use of questions) and thus drawing conclusions.    
3.3.1 Observations  
Observations were a key strategy for data collection in this study. Patton argues that 
observations gives a researcher “the opportunity to look at what is taking place in situ rather 
than at second hand” (as cited in Cohen, Manion and Morrison, 2002, p. 305). I audio-taped 
and took notes and never participated in any of the classes activities; thus my role was that 
of a ‘non-participant’ observer. Opie (2204) describe non-participant as “where the 
researcher has no interaction with the subject during data collection” (p. 126).  I believe if I 
had taken part in classes’ activities, I would have affected some of decisions and influenced 
the validity and reliability of the study.   
I observed two classes, one grade 11 class and one grade 9 class at all times.  Lesson 
observation in my study was through audio-taping; observation schedule and note taking. 
During observations attention was paid to the teachers’ utterances; what they wrote on the 
board; the tasks used during the lessons; sources of tasks and the solutions to the tasks and 
the teachers’ general classroom practice. I kept notes of specific features of the two observed 
classes and some of the concerns I wished to discuss with the teachers. The notes were also 
useful in capturing particular details about the individual teacher. The table 4.4 below shows 
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which lessons observed were audio-taped; transcribed and where the observation schedule 
was used. 
 
  Grade 9 – teacher B Grade 11 – teacher A 
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Lesson 1  0 0  1  0  0  1  
Lesson 2  0 0   1  0  0  1 
Lesson 3  1 1   1  1  1  1 
Lesson 4  1 1   1  1  1  1 
Lesson 5  1 1   1  0  0  1 
Total  3 3   5  2  2  5 
Table 3.2: General characteristic of observations 
I planned on collecting data on the same topic (i.e. number patterns) in both grades observed. 
In the week I had arranged with both teachers and the school to collect data by, the grade 11 
teacher had started teaching number pattern according to the work schedule. However, the 
grade 9 teacher was behind schedule, thus the first two lessons I observed were on 
exponents. For that reason, I did not audio-tape those lessons but I used the observations 
schedule and wrote some notes focusing more on the teachers’ classroom practice. In lesson 
three teacher B introduced number patterns and all thirty-minute lesson time was spent on 
writing and the discussion of ‘note’.   In lesson four, teacher B wrote a very short activity on 
the board consisting of only seven tasks which required learners to find the next three terms 
of given sequences. Lesson 5 was on ‘finding the general rule/formula’. Teacher B spent eight 
minutes talking about last lessons work and thereafter wrote on the board a task taken from 
Gauteng Secondary school support programme ANA revision 2013 (see Appendix B) and then 
later learners work on three tasks from the ‘blue book’. Teacher A used the textbook 
extensively and I think during my observations the teacher wanted to present the content 
and skill she thought I would be more interested in observing. Lessons 3 and 4 were audio-
taped and transcribed, in these lessons the teacher dealt with number patterns where the 
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second difference was constant.    More details and discussions on learning and practice tasks 
and how these tasks were implemented in both classes are provided in the analysis chapter. 
3.3.2 Task Collection  
In the notes I wrote the sources of tasks that were selected and used by the teachers during 
the observed lessons. In addition, I photocopied relevant pages from the textbooks and 
learners’ workbooks. The learners’ work was not analysed, but was used to confirm that the 
tasks that were analysed were indeed the ones that were selected by the teachers and 
implemented in the observed classrooms. Also note that some of the task were not from the 
textbooks.  The learners’ workbooks showed to a certain degree how learners engaged with 
the tasks. A total of 101 grade 11 and 21 grade 9 learning and practice tasks on number 
patterns were collected and analysed.   
3.3.3 Audio-taping 
McMillan and Schumacher (2010) argue that “tape or digital recording (the interview) ensure 
completeness of the verbal interaction and provides material for reliability checks” (p. 360). I 
digitally recorded the teachers while teaching. The digital audio-tape was placed in the 
classroom in such a way so as to capture all sounds in the classroom. This enabled me to 
capture all questions and responses and to listen intently afterwards. I was aware of the 
limitations of using an audio-tape, for instance not capturing actions and gestures. However, 
I opted against using a video recorder due to contextual concerns and ethical reasons. 
Preliminary talks with the teachers who consented to participation in the study reveal some 
nervousness from their side when I declared my intentions of using a video recorder. I also 
consider the fact that video–taping could fuel disruptions in the lessons observed. I aimed at 
keeping the class environment as normal as possible, thus I opted for audio-taping.  
 
The learning and practice tasks collected in the observed lessons and the audio transcripts 
were a large part of the data that was analysed. In addition, an observation schedule (see 
appendix A) was used. An observation schedule that consists of grids that required a tick every 
time a question is asked could not be used in this research study. The sequence of events 
played out at a fast pace and the teacher never gave learners enough time to reflect on their 
questions. The observation schedule was used mainly to track how time was spent in 
observed lessons. The aim was to use the data collected to connect class activities to a certain 
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classroom practice. The use of the audio-tape came in handy and the transcripts provided all 
utterances accurately.  I transcribed all the data myself; the process was time consuming and 
very tedious. I replayed the audio several times                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     
to ensure that the transcripts remained as close to the data as possible.  
3.4 The teachers  
In Table 3.2 below, I provide a brief description of qualifications and experience of the 2 
teachers, who participated in this study  
Teacher  Qualifications Mathematics teaching 
experience 
Teacher A Three-year STD (1998) in mathematics and ACE 
(2009) in mathematics (Senior/FET) 
14 years  Gr (10 – 12) 
Teacher B Four-year Bachelor Degree in Education, with 
mathematics and computer applications as 
teaching subjects 
5 years (Gr 8 – 10) 
Table 3.3  
Teacher A came to Gauteng in 2013 from KwaZulu Natal. In the year of the study she was   
teaching one Grade 10, two Grade 11 and two Grade 12 pure mathematics classes.  
 
Teacher B had been at the school since its inception in 2010. In the year of the study she was 
teaching three grade 9 classes and two grade 10 mathematical literacy classes.  
3.5 The school  
The school is in the Ekurhuleni Municipality which is part of the larger Johannesburg locality. 
It is one of several ‘new’ schools that are found in the constantly developing parts of the 
Kathorus region. The school was established in 2010, in one of the extensions of the old 
townships. These extensions have resulted from the exponential increase in residents and the 
influx of people from the rural parts of South Africa and other countries in search for greener 
pastures in the City of Gold. It is situated among low cost houses; houses provided by the 
government to the poor, popularly known as RDP houses and shacks.  
There are 1503 learners at the school with a staff of 45 teachers. The teacher: learner ratio is 
1: 34. In 2014 the school did not have adequate classrooms due to the increasing number of 
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learners enrolling at the school; 35% of the classrooms are mobile. The school’s first matric 
result was an 83% pass rate in 2013. The majority of learners are from underprivileged 
families; the majority of them cannot afford to buy stationeries, textbooks and other learning 
aids such as calculators. It is categorised as a ‘no fee’ school or rather a quintile one school. 
All government schools are categorised into one of five quintile categories for the purpose of 
government funding. The quintile system categorise schools based on certain criteria, for 
example whether parents can afford to pay school fees or not, the rates of income, 
unemployment and illiteracy of the community around the school. Quintile one schools refers 
to the poorest schools while quintile five refers to the least poor public schools. Learners in 
quintile one, two and three schools, now referred to as ‘no fee schools’ get a much bigger 
subsidy from the government compare with learners in quintile four and five schools, now 
referred to as ‘fee schools’ that supplement their state allocation by charging school fees and 
fund-raising. The school where the mathematics classrooms were observed benefit from the 
National School Nutrition Program (NSNP) and learners are served free meals daily. At the 
beginning of every year learners are issued with the basic stationery and some grades receive 
textbooks. Due to the changes in the curriculum, an increasing number of learners enrolled 
each year and poor administration of the Learning and Leaching Support Material (LTSM) 
there are often LTSM shortages (i.e. particularly textbooks).   
The study was conducted in two mathematics classes. There were 43 learners in grade 9 and 
37 learners in grade 11. The grade 11 was a ‘science’ class and was allocated a permanent 
classroom in the formal structure of the school. The grade 9 class was located in one of the 
mobile classrooms. The teachers followed learners were they were located and carried all the 
teaching aids with them and consequently in moving around, time was wasted.  
3.6 Data analysis  
Data were mostly in the form of transcripts of audio-taped lessons; number pattern tasked 
used for learning and practice in the observed classes and information gather through the use 
of the observation schedules.  Since the focus of this study was mainly on the cognitive levels 
of learning and practice tasks, the first phase of data analysis focused on classifying the 
collected task according to their cognitive levels using Stein et al.’s framework. I used Excel 
spreadsheets to record the codes of the cognitive level of each task. Tables 5.1.2 and 5.1.3 
provides tasks analysed and the related classification for each task. The results gave an idea 
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that there were gaps in Stein et al.’s framework. For this reason, difficulty levels of the tasks 
were explored, details on this analytical approach are provided in the analysis chapter. The 
tasks from each of the two grades were analysed separately.   
 
The transcripts of the observed lessons served as good sources for teachers’ questions. I used 
these transcripts to identify and code all the questions asked by the teachers using the codes 
developed by Boaler and Brodie (2004). Boaler and Brodie (2004) identified nine categories 
of teachers’ questions, however Jina (2008) found that only the first four categories were 
relevant in South African context, thus I limited the categories to those four. The rationale for 
choosing this analytical framework was directed by findings from literature which suggests a 
very close link between the use of good questions and the development of mathematical 
reasoning. In turn mathematical reasoning is closely linked to the cognitive demands of 
learning tasks, see chapter two and four for more details.      
3.7 Validity and reliability  
In a broad sense, validity refer to the relationship between an account and something outside 
of the account (i.e. can include other possible interpretations) and not limited to research 
instruments used to produce and validate the account (Maxwell, 1992).  Maxwell (1992) also 
acknowledges that “it is possible for there to be different, equally valid accounts from 
different perspectives” (p. 283). Research requires rigorous efforts to marry data 
interpretations made through analysis and claims by the researcher, creating a strong 
relationship between the accounts.    
This means that data collection must be accurate and bona fide. Analysis must confirm an 
adequate account of realism and relate to those matters that the study claims to be about. 
This can be achieved by selecting research instruments carefully and doing in-depth reviews 
of the matters they each measure. I had the opportunity to pilot observations and test and 
adjust the observation instruments. I tried my best to keep records and a chain of evidence 
to assure validity. Transcripts of all audio-recoding; records of tasks used; field notes and 
other items were stored. Some of these instruments are included in the report as examples.  
Reliability is the extent to which a method gives consistent results over a range of settings 
(MacMillan and Schumacher, 2001 and Wellington 2000). The reliability of this case study is 
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questionable since there are gaps in the data collected and I analysed the data alone. I 
strongly believe that data collection and analysis could be done much better by a group of 
researchers than an individual. Some of the shortfalls of the research methodology were only 
identified while I was busy writing this report and there was no way of going back to the 
classrooms to re-observe again. Due to my personal and professional obligation often I was 
forced to leave issues for a long period and ended up losing my trail of thoughts. The research 
group would have help in the collection and interpretation of data, thus add to the reliability 
and validity of this case study.     
3.8 Ethical issues  
Cohen, Manion and Morrison (2000) argue that ethics in research represents shared codes of 
conducts founded upon adherence to a set of principles.  I applied to the Wits University 
Human Research Ethics committee (Non-Medical) for ethical clearance to conduct the 
research. The universities ethics committee approved the study: Protocol 2013ECE143M. In 
addition, I negotiated access to the observed classes. The Gauteng Department of Education 
(reference no: D2014/301); the principal and volunteering teachers approved the terms of 
data collection. Volunteering teachers and parents of learners were requested to sign consent 
forms. These consent forms informed the participants of the study and assured them that 
they could withdraw at any point in the research.      
3.9 Conclusion 
In this chapter, I have described my research methodology, which is mainly a qualitative case 
study; my data collection methods; the sample; my methods of data analysis; the validity and 
reliability of the study; ethical issues and limitation. When describing the sample: teachers 
and schools, I gave more details about the school to show that it is indeed in a high-poverty 
area and it was intended for lower income citizens. In the next chapter, I present the analysis 
of data collected during the study. 
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Chapter Four   
Data Analysis: Cognitive levels of tasks and teachers’ questions 
“Analysis of qualitative data requires understanding how to make sense of text and 
images so that one can form answers to one’s research questions” (Creswell, 2012, p. 
236) 
4.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, concepts from the literature discussed in chapters two and three are used to 
analyse data. Firstly, I tabulate the analysis of cognitive levels and ‘difficulty levels’ of tasks 
used in the observed classrooms prior implementation (i.e. as they appear in the text-books 
or other curriculum materials). Secondly, I focused on how tasks were implemented in the 
observed classes. Information from observation schedules and transcripts was used to 
measure how time was spent in those lessons and for coding the teacher questions.  
Accordingly, I argue how the teachers’ decisions on implementation in their respective 
classrooms enhanced or caused a decline on the levels of cognitive demand and/or ‘difficulty 
levels’ of tasks.  
4.2 Task analysis 
In CAPS (p. 19) and the Annual Teaching Plans (ATP; 2014), DBE stipulates that grade 11 and 
grade 9 must spend two weeks (10 days) and a week (5 days) respectively on Number 
Patterns. The grade 11 class I observed worked to a total of 87 tasks in 9 lessons and the grade 
9 class worked to a total of only 21 tasks on number patterns in 3 lessons. In conversations 
with both teachers, they said they were going to do more tasks on number patterns later on 
as part of ‘revision’. However, I could not check whether this was the case. I made copies of 
all tasks on number patterns that were given to the learners, including some instructional 
tasks that were used by the grade 11 class in my absence. I wrote solutions of all tasks and 
thereafter analysed them. 
The Grade 11 class used a textbook: Everything Maths by Siyavula, version 1 CAPS, Grade 11 
Mathematics, written by volunteers (2013) and ‘examination aid books’. The textbooks were 
supplied by the government and the learners were requested to buy ‘mathematics 
examination aid books or study guides’, with the contents that contained past mathematics 
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examination questions and solutions. From the lessons observed, most tasks selected by   
teacher A were from the prescribed textbook. The class followed the sequence set in the 
textbook (i.e. from exercise 3.1 to 3.4). Teacher A required the learners to find solutions for 
almost all tasks in the selected exercises. The teacher used some of the tasks from those 
exercises as examples or instructional tasks and others were used as practice tasks that were 
either done in class or done at home. In conversation, the teacher said she uses “a variety of 
textbooks and manuals to finding more information; challenging and examination related 
problems and examples to use in class”. She seemed concerned with preparing learners for 
the end of the year examinations and getting them ready for grade 12.  
The grade 9 learners did not have textbooks. However, they all had DBE workbooks (i.e. DBE 
workbook 1 Numeracy Grade 9, the English version). The grade 9 teacher was observed using 
one textbook, the DBE workbook and the ANA grade 9 Mathematics Exemplar 1 of 2012 as 
sources for tasks. She wrote all the work on the board, and that wasted a lot of time. After 
the lesson, in conversation, I asked her why she did not photocopy work for the learners; she 
said that the schools photocopying machine was non-functional at the time. I also gathered 
that the school was often short of printing paper and that the photocopying machine was 
often out of service. 
4.2.1 Differentiating levels of cognitive demand 
Initially I worked exclusively with Stein et al (1998) framework and made a judgement on the 
kind of thinking demands required of learners to do a particular task. The framework consists 
of four levels: lower level (zero)- memorization of fact; low level (one) – procedures without 
connection; high level (two)- procedures with connection and very high level (three) – doing 
mathematics. More discussions about the levels and reasons for using this framework were 
presented in chapter two. However, it is worth emphasising that Stein et al (2000) warns that 
“when determining the level of cognitive demand provided by a mathematical task, it is 
important not to become distracted by superficial features of the task and to keep in mind 
the learners for whom the task is intended” (p. 15). Thus in this report a task intended for 
grade 11 learners that is at the lower-level was rated at a higher-level for grade 9 learners 
and contrariwise.  
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The process of differentiating the cognitive levels of tasks started after I had written solutions 
of each task and also considered possible alternative methods of solving the tasks.  Tables in 
appendix F presents the tasks used in grade 11 and grade 9 classes I observed. The tables 
indicate the sources; purpose of the task; the cognitive levels and the difficulty levels of the 
tasks.  The crude counts of cognitive levels categories resulted in the summary presented in 
Table 4.1. and a figure 4.1. below. 
Teacher Grade Memorization Procedure 
without 
Connection 
Procedure 
with 
connection 
Doing 
Math 
Total 
  Level 0 Level 1 Level 2 Level 3  
Teacher A 11 7 68 11 1 87 
Teacher B 9 0 16 1 4 21 
Table 4.1.: Task categorisation (by teachers) using Stein et al.’s categories 
 
Figure 4.1. % of cognitive levels per grade 
The analysis suggested that, 8% of the tasks were memorisation and these tasks were found 
in grade 11 only. This made sense, since it is not common to find memorisation tasks in 
mathematics, ‘memorisation’ is not hugely promoted in mathematics.  In this study, 
elementary number pattern tasks selected for grade 11s’ were classified as memorisation. 
Linear patterns that required learners to write down the next three terms of the sequence 
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were classified as memorisation. For example: “write down the next three terms of the 
following sequence 45; 29; 13; -3 ...” was classified as level zero – memorisation. Considering 
that learners start doing number patterns in primary school, for me such tasks should be 
considered the least demanding for grade 11s’.  Stein et al.’s categories do not unambiguously 
factor in all the considerations (i.e. learners’ ages, grade, prior knowledge and experience) 
that are indispensable when assessing tasks.   
78% and 76% of the grade 11 and grade 9 respectively were found to be procedure without 
connections. While 13% and 5% of grade 11 and grade 9 respectively were found to be 
procedures with connections. Only one task of 87 tasks in grade 11 was categorised as doing 
mathematics.  The four tasks of 21 tasks that were categorised as doing mathematics in grade 
9. Three of those tasks were given as homework at the end of the lesson. I felt that these were 
given as an afterthought by the teacher. I do not think these tasks were discussed in the grade 
9 class. I later discovered that the teacher could not provide solutions for these tasks. These 
sequences are quadratic and thus are covered for the first time in grade 11 according to CAPS 
and the ATPs.  I thought she only gave them to her learners because they were in the textbook 
and she had to give learners a ‘homework’.  The implications are that there was lack of fore 
planning, preparation and innovation from the grade 9 teacher’s side.  Both grades did not 
really get any chance of engaging with number patterns tasks which required working at the 
higher levels of demand. The grade 11s’ had a very small number of opportunities (i.e. 13% 
of the tasks were classified as procedures with connections) of making connections and 
meaning which could enrich and/or stretch their mathematical understanding and their 
ability to solve mathematical problems. I noted that although most tasks were found to be 
‘procedures without connections’ the task differed in their ‘levels of difficulty’.            
4.2.2 Level of difficulty of the tasks 
At some stage during the write up of this study I had an opportunity to analyse and work with 
a team analysing the 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015 National Senior Certificate examination papers 
from both DBE and IEB (Independent Examination Board). In my engagements with the team, 
after each team member (i.e. including myself) had analysed papers independently, we 
compared our results and had discussion of our findings. From the whole process I learned 
that categorises of cognitive demands cannot completely indicate the tasks’ difficulty or 
complexity of the some of the procedural mathematical tasks and solutions. For this reason, 
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I considered looking at the ‘difficulty levels’ of the tasks used in the observed lessons. In this 
subdivision, I present some analyses of the tasks looking at the ‘levels of difficulty’ of the 
tasks. In the literature I have searched there was no analytic framework for measuring the 
‘level of difficulty’ of tasks. Thus, for this exercise I used my own experience as a Mathematics 
teacher, my knowledge of the subject and the knowledge I gained through analysing and 
working with the uMalusi (Council for Quality Assurance in General and Further Education 
and Training) team. I then made judgments about whether each task was easy, moderate, 
difficult or very difficult compared to other tasks at the same cognitive level.  Table 4.2 and 
figure 4.2 below shows summaries of the analysis from tables in appendix F as follows:    
Teacher Grade Easy Moderate Difficult V. Difficult Total 
Teacher 1 11 74  3 9 1 87 
Teacher 2 9 17  1 0 3 21 
Table 4.2: Task’s difficulty levels 
 
Figure 4.2: % tasks difficulty levels  
The analysis suggested that, although most tasks were found to be ‘level 1 – procedure 
without connections’ following the framework by Stein et al (1998), some of the tasks in grade 
11 were difficult. Table 5.2 and figure 5.2 above shows that 85% and 81% of the grade 11 and 
grade 9 tasks respectively were found to be easy. Only one task (i.e. number 16) of the tasks 
selected for grade 9s’ required learners to investigate or to determine the general term of a 
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linear sequence. This task was taken from an ANA exemplar question paper and learners were 
not given enough time to work on this task. Teacher B relied heavily on stating facts and 
demonstrating procedures.  3% and 5% of the grade 11 and grade 9 tasks respectively were 
found to be moderately difficult. Only 10% of the grade 11 tasks were found to be difficult; 
these were tasks of quadratics sequences that required learners to find the general term. 
Finding the general term of a quadratic sequence is procedural and involves multiple steps 
and there are several ways of reaching the solution. For example: “Find the general formula 
for sequence 16; 27; 42; 61 ...”. Learners, particularly the grade 11s’ manage to only master a 
certain part of the procedure demonstrated to them by the teacher. Most learners end up 
not finding the correct solution, for this reason such task were supposed ‘difficult’ for grade 
11s in comparison to other tasks on number patterns.  
4.3 Task at implementation 
4.3.1 Time spend on activities  
I used the classroom observation schedule (i.e. discussed in detail in chapter four) to track 
activities in the lessons I observed. A summary is presented in the table below: 
 Teacher 
writing on 
the board 
Teacher 
Talking 
Teacher  
Questioning 
Individual 
work by 
learners 
Other, for 
example 
disciplining 
class or 
Admin.  
Grade 9 30% 33% 15% 10% 12% 
Grade 11 8% 30% 12% 49% 1% 
   Table: 4.3. Percentage of time spent  
Both teachers in the study used traditional “chalk and talk” and whole class teaching methods. 
The lessons of the two teachers were teacher-centred, but the classroom environments were 
different. There were far less disciplinary (i.e. dealing with misbehaving learners) incidences 
in the grade 11 class than in the grade 9 class.  The two teachers each spent about 30% of the 
lesson time talking to learners, ‘motivating learners’, explaining steps to perform when 
working towards a solution of a task, and/or concepts. Each teacher spent approximately 
13.5% of the lessons’ time questioning learners.  The grade 11s’ spent more time, 49% of the 
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time, doing individual work, contrary to Grade 9 who spent 10% of the time doing individual 
work. The Grade 11 also did more tasks than grade 9s. This I attributed to the fact that the 
district officials put more pressure on grade 10; 11 and 12 teachers to give more tasks. The 
stipulation is that 5 – 8 tasks must be done in class daily and another 5 -8 tasks for ‘homework’ 
daily.  The grade 9 learners spend about 10% of the time on individual work. The grade 9 
teacher stood in front of the class or wrote on the board. She hardly sat down during lessons.  
4.3.2 Teacher questioning  
Boaler and Brodie (2004) recognised and valued the use of questions as important tools in 
developing learner mathematical understanding. They argued that teachers need to know 
their learners well; have a good understanding of mathematical content and teaching 
methods and they also need to think deeper in order to be able to ask good questions. Boaler 
and Brodie (2004) developed an analysis schedule for coding teacher questions, the codes are 
as follows:  
Question type  Description 
1. Gathering information, leading learners 
through a method (fact) 
Require immediate answer 
Rehears known facts/procedures 
Enable learners to state facts/procedure 
2.  Inserting terminology (term) Once ideas are under discussion, enable 
correct mathematical language to be used to 
talk about them  
3.Exploring mathematical meanings and/or 
relationships  (concept) 
Points to underlying mathematical 
relationships and meaning. Makes links 
between mathematical ideas and 
representations 
4. Probing, getting learners to explain their 
reasoning (probe) 
Ask learners to articulate, elaborate or 
clarify ideas 
Table: 4.3.1: codes of teachers’ questions 
As in Boaler and Brodie (2004), I also considered ‘teacher questions’ as utterances that had 
both the form and function of questions and which were mathematical. I coded repeated 
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questions as a single question.  Table 4.3.2 below shows the results from the coding of the 
grade 9 and grade 11 lessons I observed.            
Question Type Frequency: Grade 9 Frequency: Grade 11 
1. (fact) 98% 97% 
2. (term) 1% 1% 
3. (concept) 1% 1% 
4. (probe) 0 1% 
Table: 4.3.2: Grade 9 and Grade 11 coding of questions 
Table 4.3.2 suggests that nearly all (> 97%) questions asked by the teachers in both Grade 9 
and Grade 11 classes that I observed required immediate answers or required learners to 
reply with a simple ‘yes or no’. In both cases teachers spent most of the lesson time explaining 
method and concepts than allowing learners to think and do mathematics. Teachers engaged 
learners in discussions or asked questions infrequently and most of their questions were what 
I termed pseudo-questions. A pseudo-question is a statement which is turned into a question 
by adding words like ‘ok?’ or ‘right?’. Pseudo-questions require a respondent to simple say 
‘yes’, often said as a confirmation that the respondent was listening or heard what was said. 
For example: “so each and every term I will multiply it by 3 to get the next term, right?”. Such 
questions were coded as type 1, and they were more common in the grade 9 lessons.      
4.4 Decline in the ‘levels of difficulty’ of tasks 
The analysis of the cognitive demand of tasks suggested that a mere 14% of the Grade 11 
tasks were of higher-level demands. 78% of the tasks were ‘level 1 – procedures without 
connection’, however 10% of these tasks were found to be ‘difficult’. The tasks that were 
classified as ‘difficult’ required learners to investigate number patterns with the constant 
second difference. Special attention was paid on how such tasks were implemented.  For 
example, the extract on Table 4.4.1 below comes from a lesson in the grade 11 class. The class 
had to find the general formula for 2; 8; 18; 32; ... (see appendix F: tasks number 41; 42 & 43). 
This was a practice task selected, from a textbook, by the teacher A. The teacher had 
demonstrated the procedure of finding the general formula of a quadratic sequence in 
previous lessons. She gave learners some time (± 10 minutes) to complete the tasks 
individually, although some learners discussed the task in pairs and other drifted into off-task 
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behaviour. This extract indicates the talk the class had in relation to task number 42 (see 
appendix F) and also serves as an example of how discussions took place in the Grade 11 
lessons observed.          
Turn 
No. 
Speaker  Dialogue Code  Description 
42 Teacher ... we need to find the next two numbers 
or the next two terms. So we have the 
first term 2, the second one 8; 18 and 32. 
Then we need to find out by taking term 
2 minus term 1. What is 8 -2? 
1 Require an 
immediate answer 
43 Class 6   
44 Teacher 18 – 10? 1 Require an 
immediate answer 
45 Class 10   
46 Teacher 32 – 18? 1 Require an 
immediate answer 
47 Class 14   
48 Teacher  10 – 6? 1 Require an 
immediate answer 
49 Class 4   
50 Teacher 14 -10? 1 Require an 
immediate answer 
51 Class 4   
52 Teacher so to add the next two we start from 4, so 
4 + 14? 
1 Require an 
immediate answer 
53 Class 18   
54 Teacher 18 + 32? 1 Require an 
immediate answer 
55 Learner 50   
56 Teacher Hawu unamanga 46 (you are lying 46)   
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57 Class 46!   
59 Learner  50   
60 Teacher 50! And then we add the next term,…   
61 Learner Kanjani? (how?)   
62 Teacher kanjani? (how?) 8 +2 = 10, then we carry 
out 1, then 1 +3 is 4 + this 1 is 5. Ubani lo 
othi kanjani (who said how?) … 4 + 18? 
1 Require an 
immediate answer 
63 Class 22   
64 Teacher 22 + 50? 1 Require an 
immediate answer 
65 Class 72   
66 Teacher  so these are the next two terms. Now we 
need to calculate the value of a, the value 
of b and the value of c, because this is the 
quadratic since we have there constant 
on the second difference. So it is Tn= 
an^2 + bn + c, so we start by substituting 
T1, T1 we substitute 1 
  
Table 4.4.1: Grade 11 lesson 4 
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Figure 4.4.1 Learner’s work 
In this lesson the teacher spent most of the time asking arithmetic questions, (turns 42, 44, 
46, 48, 50, 52, 54, 62, 64) explaining the procedure and writing on the board while explaining. 
Teacher A provided few, if any at all, opportunities for learners to participate in the process 
of generalising. This extract show that the teacher’s questions did not encourage learners to 
think nor to familiarise themselves with the procedures involved in finding the general term 
of a quadratic sequence. Indeed, all the questions were on addition and subtraction of 
integers. I argue that the grade 11 teacher’s practice reduced the ‘difficulty’ of the tasks. 
Firstly, the teacher gave learners too much time to complete the task.  Secondly the teacher 
reduced the ‘difficulty’ of the task by showing learners ‘steps’ to follow.  The teacher’s 
questioning was poor and ‘scaffolded’ the tasks to the disadvantage of learners’ thinking and 
reasoning. The teacher did neither build on previous lessons nor considered what learners 
had done. See an example of the learners’ work in figure 4.4.1 above.  From what can be seen 
in extract, teacher only did arithmetic. The demonstration of the procedure was evident from 
what she wrote on the board and the learners’ work.   
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The grade 9 tasks were found to be of lower- level demands and easy. The teachers did not 
increase the levels at implementation. The lessons often started on the work the teacher 
assumed learners knew. The teacher did not check the learners’ previous knowledge.   The 
demonstrations, explanation, shouting (i.e. perceived as some form of discipline) and writing 
on the board were permanent fixtures of grade 9 lessons observed. The teacher’s movement 
were limited to the front part of the classroom. The level of learner engagement and 
mathematical thinking in those lessons was very low and the tasks were inappropriate for 
Grade 9 learners. At Grade 8 and 9 learners are expected to experiment with find the general 
term of linear patterns. This was missing in all the lessons I observed. Table 4.3.2 below gives 
an indication of the kind of engagement between teacher B and her learners.  It is presented 
here in order to show that teacher B spent an huge part of the lesson writing and explaining 
notes (see turn 1). 
Turn 
No. 
Speaker Dialogue 
1 Teacher T: Right, patterns, you know patterns from last year. Is it? There are 
representations of the way in which numbers are placed or objects are 
placed. Even your clothes some of you have patterns. … So we are going 
to look at patterns in Maths and that also apply in real life. So let’s look 
at the notes. A pattern or a sequence, sometimes they call them 
sequences sometimes they call them patterns, it is the same thing.  
#Starts reading the notes, from p. 88. “A pattern or sequence … We have 
numeric patterns and geometric patterns. Numeric patterns it is where 
we deal mostly with numbers and Geometric patterns it where we have 
shapes. They can give you match sticks, they can give you balls, they can 
give you dots, they can give you whatever, triangles; rectangles and you 
have to figure out the pattern there. The sequence of how many match-
sticks or how many triangles or whatever, so in numeric patterns, this is 
a pattern or sequence which is an ordered set of numbers. This is a set 
of number that can start from zero to something or one or two or three 
or whatever number that the first term is.  It is normally defined by a 
rule so that a formula can be given, so there is always a rule, either you 
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add one each time or you add 7 each time or you divide by 3 or you 
multiply by 7 or you subtract each time. There is always a rule that tells 
you how are you going to be able to get the next term and with that rule 
you are able to define a formula whereby you are able to find term 
number million without actually counting, 1; 2; 3; 4; 5; … You can move 
from term number 3 and automatically be able to find term number 
million just by using that formula. Defined by the rule. For example, we 
have natural numbers; you remember natural numbers when we were 
doing number systems, right? Your counting numbers, 1; 2; 3; 4; 5 … 
right? Natural numbers follow the rule that you add one to the previous 
number to get the next number that is the rule. If I am one, then we have 
another, then we are now 2. They have added one person, if they add 
the third person; then there will be 3 of us. For each time for natural 
counting you add one; that is the rule. Each number in a sequence is 
known as a term, so you can have term 1; term 2; term 3 until, until, until 
the infinite term, which most of the time is represented by n. Other rules 
are as follows, so we can have other rules it is not always were you add 
a constant number. You can have other rules these are just some of the 
examples. The first one we can have a rule where we add constant 
number to one term in order to get the next term. An example 2; 6; 10; 
14; … and those dots means it continues on. So the first term here will 
be 2, the second term 6, so now if you move from 2 and go to 6, how 
much do we add? You count 2; 3; 4; 5; 6 so you add 4. To move from 6 
to 10, you say 7; 8; 9; 10, you add 4. So each and every time you add 4 
to the previous term to get the next term. So in this kind of sequence we 
add a constant number each time to one term to get the next term. We 
say in that sequence we have a constant difference. Constant difference 
is the opposite of addition, right? Difference is the result you get when 
you do subtraction. So; if you add the same number each time the 
opposite becomes the difference. So if I want to know the difference 
between 4 and 6, I will say 6 – 2 then I will get 4. 10 - 6 will give me? 4. 
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14 -10 will give me? 4. So we have a constant difference of 4. Then 
another rule could be that we multiply one term to get the next, so if I’m 
multiplying let’s say I have 1 and I multiply it by 3, the next term how be 
what?   
 
2 Learner  4 
3 Teacher (repeat) if my first term is 1, I multiply 1 by 3, what will be my next term? 
4 Learner 
1 
4 
5 Learner 
2 
1 
6 Learner 
3 
3 ….   (giving varied responses, almost concurrently) 
7 Teacher listen, listen, if my first term in the sequence, the value of my first term 
is 1 and I multiply this 1 by 3, what will be my next term? 
8 Learners 9 
9 Teacher oh my Lord! You don’t know the times table of 1? 
10 Learners 3! 
11 Teacher it is 3, multiply any number by 1 the result is that number. 
Table: 4.4.2 Grade 9 lesson 
Teacher B copied notes from a textbook on to the blackboard, thereafter read and explained 
the most part of those notes. The teacher stated that class was “going to look at patterns in 
Math and that also apply in real life” (turn 1). In the lessons observed none of the task 
required learners to work on pattern in real life contexts.  The tasks selected by the teacher 
were of lower-level demands and not challenging, however the teacher lowered the demands 
ever further on implementation. While observing I got a feeling that most learners learned 
very little from those lessons, moreover there were few practice tasks given.      
4.5 Conclusion 
In this chapter I have attempted to make sense of the collected data in relation to my research 
questions. I analysed the tasks with the aim of understanding the levels of cognitive demand 
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and the levels of difficulty of the tasks. I also look at how time was spent in the observed 
classes and the type of questions teachers answered at implementation of tasks. Based on 
the findings of the analysis of the tasks; how time was spent in the classrooms and the 
teachers’ questions, I attempted to verify whether or not the teachers’ classroom practice 
affected the cognitive demands and/or levels of difficulty of tasks at implementation. In the 
next chapter, I present discussions of finding and draw conclusions based on literature and 
findings of this study.      
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Chapter Five 
 Conclusion  
5.1 Introduction 
This chapter draws conclusions from the findings of the study and present possible 
explanations for the teachers’ practices as well as some recommendations. 
5.2 Discussion of findings  
This study explored and responded to the following questions:    
1. What are the cognitive levels and ‘difficulty levels’ of the mathematical tasks used 
in the case study township classrooms? 
2. How do the case study teachers’ classroom practice impact on the cognitive 
demand and/or difficulty levels of mathematical tasks? 
Background question 
2a.  What kind of questions are asked by the case study teachers to assist learners
  when working on learning and practice tasks? 
 
According to CAPS (2011) learning mathematics requires learners be provided with 
opportunities to develop abilities to be methodical, to generalise, make conjectures and try 
to justify and prove their conjectures. Justifying and generalising are significant practices 
involved in mathematical thinking.  The literature suggests that high-level cognitive 
demanding tasks that are implemented properly support learners’ mathematical reasoning 
(see Brodie, 2010; Lampert 2001 and Stein et al 1996). This study investigated the levels of 
tasks selected by the teachers; the kinds of questions asked by the teachers during the 
implementation of the selected tasks and how the questions asked by the teachers and the 
teachers’ actions at implementations affected the levels of the tasks. In this section I show 
how the study advanced in order to answer the research questions above.  
5.2.1 Level of mathematical tasks 
In chapter five, the analysis of tasks was presented. The findings suggested that most of the 
tasks were selected from prescribed curriculum materials. Using the analytical framework(s) 
discussed in chapter three, I found that teachers selected and implemented many tasks that 
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were classified as lower-level tasks. Many of the selected tasks were level 1 - procedures 
without connection and were easy.   The grade 11 teacher selected an adequate amount of 
tasks for her learners. However, a small amount of those tasks afforded the learners 
opportunities to generalise, make conjectures and try to justify and prove their conjectures. 
The grade 9 teacher selected an inadequate amount of tasks for her learners. The greater part 
of those tasks were of the lower level; very easy and there were no opportunities for learners 
to generalise, make conjectures and try to justify and prove their conjectures.   
5.2.2 Kinds of question asked by the teachers 
A focus on classroom activities revealed that both teachers spent a considerable amount of 
lesson time talking with learners being ‘inactive’. Whole-class teaching was the single 
pedagogic approach preferred by both teachers. I argued that the teachers’ classroom 
practice leaned more towards a teacher-centred or traditional rather than a learners-centred 
approach. Predominantly, the teachers’ questions were meant to lead learners through a 
method and required immediate responses from the learners. Both teachers seemed more 
interested in demonstrating how to solve a particular task than engaging learners and using 
question to solicit for learners’ ideas and thoughts. The Grade 11 class had a better chance of 
getting the tasks of the same form correct in the examination, because they have adequate 
practice tasks. However, it is likely that only a selected few Grade 9s would know what to do 
in order to find the general term of a linear sequence. The teacher did what can be referred 
to as ‘show and tell’ on the board and gave few practice tasks.  Considering that the observed 
teachers used whole-class teaching approach, I expected teachers to ask questions that were 
going to allow learners to reason and reflect on their own and others thinking, thus building 
on the class experience. Class discussions were lacking and not promoted by the teachers. 
5.2.3 Decline in the level of tasks 
This study has shown that both teachers frequently selected lower-level mathematical tasks. 
A closer look at how the small amount of higher-level tasks were implemented revealed that 
the teachers’ classroom practice reduced the level of the tasks. The cognitive and difficulty 
levels were lowered further when teachers demonstrated and talked of mathematics as a 
practice that focuses mainly on procedures and drilling. It was evident that teacher A knew 
the content rather well and was very confident when demonstrating procedures.  However, 
her teaching practice promote neither conceptual understanding nor procedural fluency. On 
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the other hand, teacher B’s content knowledge was questionable. She also selected tasks that 
were beyond her reach. This I attributed to lack of fore planning and an indication that the 
teacher did not careful select tasks for her learners. Her selection of task was worryingly 
depended on the prescribed curriculum materials. She did not evaluate the curriculum 
material before using it. Both teachers’ classroom practice under-estimated the learners’ 
competency by reducing all tasks to be about practicing newly learned skills and procedures. 
5.3 Implication for teacher education and development 
This study has shown that not only do teachers select tasks that do not promote mathematical 
thinking and reasoning, but also their content knowledge and pedagogical content knowledge 
is questionable. The lack of thought provoking mathematical discussions and use of higher-
level tasks in the observed lessoned was disturbing.  The findings of this study in terms of task 
selection and tasks implementation suggests some areas of focus in teacher education and 
development.  
In order to meet the aims of CAPS there need to be a shift in how teachers work with their 
learners. Teacher development programs need to identify the adequacy of the mathematics 
teachers’ knowledge to teach mathematics. This could be done by administering competency 
tests that test both teachers’ content knowledge and instructional knowledge.  The current 
teacher development models by DBE focuses mainly on subject content knowledge and 
neglect pedagogical content knowledge (DBE, 2011b, p.76). This study highlights the need for 
teacher development programs to focus on selection of tasks and how tasks can be used to 
effectively teach mathematics and maximise the learning opportunities for learners from any 
walks of life.   
5.4 Limitation of the study 
Small scaled case studies by their nature hold many limitations.  The results of a case study 
are not generalizable in the statistical sense. The participants were not chosen to be 
representatives of teachers in high-poverty schools and the lessons observed were too few 
to give a generalized view of all situations. 
Considering that during the course of this study, I was a part-time student and was expected 
to be at my teaching post daily data collection was a huge challenge. I worked with two 
teachers who consented to being observed, I did not have the opportunity to select the 
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teachers. I late discovered that I had not collected rich data from my classroom observations 
and there was no way of repeating the process. If time and resource allowed, I would have 
preferred to video record the teachers’ lessons and observe teachers teaching other topics.   
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Appendix A – Classroom Observation Schedule 
 
University of the Witwatersrand 
 
 
Classroom Observation Schedule 
 
Research: Tasks used in mathematical classrooms 
 
Researcher: Phathumusa Mdladla 
 
Observed lesson number: ________   Date of observation: ______________ 
 
Number of female learners: ________  Number of male learners: __________ 
 
Lesson topic: _____________________________ 
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Duration of lesson: __________   Time of lesson: _________ 
 
Tape recording of lesson (tick appropriate block):  
 
(Capture observations by placing key(s) in the appropriate block at each time interval. Each 
key outlines a category, if the categories provided are insufficient, list the catergory that best 
captures the observation.) 
 
Codes: W = writing on the board; E = explaining/ demonstrating; D = disciplining; Q= 
Questions and Answers   I = individual work 
 
Rough sketch of the learners seating arrangement 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Time Teacher’s Action Learners’ Action 
5 min   
10 min   
15 min   
YES NO 
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20 min   
25 min   
30 min   
35 min   
40 min   
45 min   
50 min   
55 min   
60 min   
 
      
 
   
 Appendix B – Sample of work done in Grade 9 
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Appendix C - Description of cognitive levels as provided in CAPS (2011, p. 53) 
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Appendix D – Grade 11 Annual Teaching Plan 
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Appendix E – Task analysis 
Ref 
Number 
Task Source Type of 
cognitive 
demand 
Difficulty 
level 
 Homework (Linear sequences) Revision (connection between new and 
old concepts and/or skills) 
    
1   Write down the next three terms in each of the following sequence 
45; 29; 13; -3; ... 
siyavula memorisation Easy 
 The general term is given for each sequence below. Calculate the 
missing terms. 
   
2  -4; -9; -14; ...; -24  nTn 51  
Siyavula p/without Easy 
3 6; ...; 24; ...; 42   39  nTn  
Siyavula p/without Easy 
 Find the general formula for the following sequences and then find 10T
, 15T and 30T  
   
4 13; 16; 19; 22; ... Siyavula p/without Easy 
5 18; 24; 30; 36; ... Siyavula p/without Easy 
6 -10; -15; -20; -25; .... Siyavula p/without Easy 
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7 The seating in a classroom is arranged so that the first row has 20 desks, 
the second row has 22 desks; the third row has 24 desks and so on. 
Calculate how many desks are in the ninth row. 
 p/without Easy 
8 Complete the following:  



8338
4224
3113
 
 
Siyavula memorisation Easy 
9 Look at the numbers on the left-hand side, what do you notice about 
the unit digit and the tens-digits? 
Siyavula memorisation  Easy 
10 Investigate the pattern by trying other examples of 2-digit numbers. Siyavula p/with Easy 
11 Make a conjecture about the pattern that you notice. Siyavula p/with Easy 
12 Prove the conjecture. Siyavula Doing Math Difficult 
 Classwork (Introduction to quadratic sequences) Introducing new 
concept 
   
 Determine the second difference between the terms for the following 
sequences: 
   
13 5; 20; 45; 80; ... Siyavula p/without Easy 
14 6; 11; 18; 27; ... Siyavula p/without Easy 
15 1; 4; 9; 16; ... Siyavula p/without Easy 
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16 3; 0; -5; -12; ... Siyavula p/without Easy 
17 1; 3; 7; 13; ... Siyavula p/without Easy 
18 0; -6; -16; -30; ... Siyavula  p/without Easy 
19 -1; 2; 9; 20; ... Siyavula p/without Easy 
20 1; -3; -9; -17; ... Siyavula p/without Easy  
21 3a  + 1;  12a + 1; 27a + 1; 48a + 1; ... Siyavula p/without Easy 
22 2; 10; 24; 44; ... Siyavula p/without Easy 
23 t – 2; 4t – 1; 9t; 16t + 1; ... Siyavula p/without Easy 
 Homework    
 Complete the sequence by filling in the missing term:    
24 11; 21; 35; ...; 75 Siyavula p/without Easy 
25 20; ...; 42; 56; 72  Siyavula p/without Easy 
26 ...; 37; 65; 101 Siyavula p/without Easy 
27 3; ...; -13; - 27; - 45  Siyavula p/without Easy 
28 24; 35; 48; ...; 80  Siyavula p/without Easy 
29 ....; 11; 26; 47 Siyavula p/without Easy 
 Use the general term to generate the first four terms in each sequence:    
30 132  nnTn  
Siyavula p/without Easy 
31 52  nTn  
Siyavula p/without Easy 
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32 nnTn 23
2   Siyavula p/without Easy 
33 12 2  nnTn  
Siyavula p/without Easy 
 Classwork    
 Given: 7; 11; 15; ...    
34 Calculate the nth term.  p/without Easy 
35 Calculate the 15th term.  p/without Easy 
36 Which term will be 83?  p/without Easy 
37 Given: 3; 6; 9; 12; ... find the equation of the general term.  p/without Easy 
 Consider the sequence 8; 18; 30; 44;  …     
38 Add the next two terms.  p/without Easy 
39 Calculate the nth term.   P/with Difficult  
40 Which term of the sequence is 330?  p/without Moderate 
 Consider the sequence 2; 8; 18; 32; …    
41 Add the next 2 terms Teacher’s 
resource  
p/without  Easy 
42 Calculate the nth  term Teacher’s 
resource 
p/with Difficult 
43 Which term is 1250? Teacher’s 
resource 
p/without Moderate 
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 Consider the sequence -3; -2; -3; -6; … Teacher’s 
resource 
  
44 Add the next 2 terms. Teacher’s 
resource 
p/without Easy 
45 Determine an expression of the nth term. Teacher’s 
resource 
p/with Difficult 
46 Calculate the 35th term Teacher’s 
resource 
p/without Easy 
 Consider the sequence 3; 7; 11; 15; …    
47 Add the next two terms Teacher’s 
resource 
p/without Easy  
48 Write the general formula Teacher’s 
resource 
p/with Difficult 
49 Calculate the 15th term Teacher’s 
resource 
p/without Easy 
 Consider the sequence 6; 11; 16; 21; …    
50 Add the next 2 terms Teacher’s 
resource 
p/without Easy 
51 Write the general formula Teacher’s 
resource 
p/with Difficult 
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52 Calculate the 15th term Teacher’s 
resource 
p/without Easy 
 Homework    
 Calculate the common second difference for each of the following 
quadratic sequences: 
   
53 3; 6; 10; 15; 21; ... Siyavula p/without Easy 
54 4; 9; 16; 25; 36; ... Siyavula p/without Easy  
55 7; 17; 31; 49; 71; ... Siyavula  p/without Easy 
56 2; 10; 26; 50; 82; ... Siyavula p/without Easy 
57 31; 30; 27; 22; 15; ... Siyavula p/without Easy 
58 Find the first five terms of the quadratic sequence defined by: 
435 2  nnTn  
Siyavula p/without Easy 
59 
Given
1054 2  nnTn , find 9
T
. 
Siyavula p/without Easy 
60 Given
22nTn  , for which value of n  does 32nT ? Siyavula p/without Easy 
61 Write down the next two terms of the quadratic sequence: 16; 27; 42; 
61;...  
Siyavula p/without Easy 
62 Find the general formula for the quadratic sequence above. Siyavula p/with Difficult 
 Homework (on Inequalities)    
 Classwork    
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 Find the first five terms of the quadratic sequence defined by: 
 
   
63 122  nnTn  Siyavula p/without Easy 
64 Given the pattern: 16; x; 46 ..., determine the value of x if the pattern 
is linear. 
Siyavula p/without Easy 
 For each of the following patterns, determine: 
 The next term in the pattern 
 And the general term, 
 The tenth term in the pattern 
   
65 3; 7; 11; 15; ... Siyavula p/without  Easy 
66 17; 12; 7; 2; ... Siyavula p/without Easy 
67 ½; 1; 1 ½ ; 2; ... Siyavula p/without Easy 
68 a; a + b; a + 2b; a + 3b; ... Siyavula p/without Easy 
69 1; -1; -3; -5; ... Siyavula p/without Easy 
 Homework    
 Determine whether each of the following sequences is: linear, 
quadratic or neither 
   
70 6; 9; 14; 21; 30 ... Siyavula Memorisation Easy 
71 1;  7; 17; 31; 49; ... Siyavula Memorisation Easy 
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72 8; 17; 31; 49; ...  Siyavula Memorisation Easy 
73 3; 9; 15; 21; 27; ... Siyavula Memorisation Easy 
74 Given
22nTn  , for which value of ndoes 242nT ? Siyavula p/without  Easy 
75 Given
23nTn  , find 11T . Siyavula p/without Easy 
76 Given 4
2  nTn , for which value of ndoes 85nT ? Siyavula p/without Easy 
 Given the following sequence: -15; -11; -7; ...: 173 Siyavula   
77 Determine the equation for the general term. Siyavula p/without Easy 
78 Calculate how many terms there are in the sequence. Siyavula p/without Easy 
 Classwork    
 Given:  2; 7; 14; 23; 34; ...    
79 Add the next two terms. Teacher’s 
resource  
p/without  Easy 
80 Write the general formula.  p/with Difficult 
81 Which term is 2599? Teacher’s 
resource 
p/without Moderate 
 Given 18; 13; 9; 6; 4; ...    
82 Add the next two terms.  p/without  Easy 
83 Write the general formula.  p/with Difficult 
84 Write the 25th term.  p/without Easy 
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 Given 10; 2; - 6; -14; ...    
85 Add the next two terms  p/without  Easy 
86 Write the general formula  p/with Difficult 
87 Write the 25th term.  p/without Easy 
Table 5.1.1 Classification of grade 11 tasks  
 Grade 9 tasks 
Ref 
Number 
Task Source Type of 
cognitive 
demand 
Difficulty 
level 
 Lesson 1: To introduce concept     
 Find the next three terms of the following sequences:    
1 1; 2; 3; 4; 5; ...  p/without  Easy 
2 2; 6; 10; 14; ...  p/without Easy 
3 1; 3; 9; 27; ...  p/without Easy 
4 2; 6; 18; 54; ...  p/without Easy 
   Lesson 2    
  Find the next three terms of the following sequences: p. 91   
5 1; 2; 4; 8; 16; 32; ...  Spot On P/without Easy 
6 180; 360; 540; 720; ... Spot On P/without Easy 
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7 0; 10; 21; 33; 46; 60; ... Spot On P/without Easy 
 Find the next two terms in each sequence:    
8 1; 3; 6; 10; 15; 21; ... Spot On P/without Easy 
9 1; 10; 100; 1000; ... Spot On P/without Easy 
10 32; 30; 26; 20; 12; 2; ... Spot On P/without Easy 
11 11; 7; 3; - 1; - 5; - 9; - 13; ...  Spot On P/without Easy 
12 54; 63; 72; 81; ... Spot On  P/without  Easy 
13 12; 36; 108; 324; 972; ... Spot  On P/without  Easy 
 Classwork     
14 Write down the next two terms in the given sequence: 5; 9; 13; 
... 
 
ANA exemplar p/without Easy 
15 Describe the sequence in question 19 above in your own words. ANA exemplar  Easy 
16 Write down the general term of the given sequence in the form: 
Tn = _____________ 
ANA exemplar Doing math Moderate 
17 Which term in the sequence is equal to 37? ANA exemplar p/without Easy 
18 Find the 16th term. ANA exemplar p/without Easy 
 Homework (Geometric and numeric pattern) Not clear    
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19 
 
DBE workbook 
(p. 70) 
Doing Math V. difficult 
20 
 
DBE workbook 
(p. 70) 
Doing Math V. difficult 
21 
 
DBE workbook 
(p. 70) 
Doing Math V. difficult 
Table: Classification of Grade 9 tasks 
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